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Abstract
In this dissertation, we demonstrate the use of microchannels as a low-cost
neuron-electrode interface to support low-complexity, long-term-stable, high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) extracellular recording of neural activity, with
high-throughput potential. The biophysics of the signal generation of mi-
crochannel devices was studied by experiments and numerical simulations.
Based on the results, we demonstrate and rationalize how channels with a
length of ≤ 200 mm and channel cross section of ≤ 12 mm2 yield spike sizes
in the millivolt range. Despite the low degree of complexity involved in their
fabrication and use, microchannel devices provide a single-unit mean SNR of
101±76, which compares favourably with the SNR obtained from recent de-
velopments employing CNT-coated electrodes and Si-NWFETs. We further
demonstrate that the microchannel can be used as a promising technique
for high-throughput automatic ion channel screening at subcellular level.
Finally, a microwell-microchannel enhanced multi-electrode array allowing
high-SNR, multi-site recording from the low-density hippocampal neural
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Because the nerve system is responsible for controlling the animal body and motion
planning, and is the origin of sensation, perception, cognition and emotion that the
nerve system was, is and will be the one of the foci in biology attracting researches
in many different fields (medical science, biology, mathematics, physics, engineering,
computer science . . . ). In a nerve system, the neurons communicate with each other via
synapses (electrical and chemical) to form a complex cell network, which can support
learning, memory forming/extracting and pattern generation/recognition [1].
Due to the difference of permeability to different ions and the difference of ion concen-
trations between intracellular and extracellular solutions, there is a difference between
the electrical potentials of intracellular and extracellular environment (cross-membrane
potential) [1]. The permeability of neural membrane to different ions is controlled by a
class of pore-forming transmembrane proteins (ion-channels).
The permeability of a fraction of ion-channels can be regulated by the cross-membrane
potential, which can generate large transient positive cross-membrane potential peaks
(action potential) while the cross-membrane potential excesses certain voltage threshold.
This action potential will propagate to the axon terminals triggering or modulating the
release of neural transmitters at synapses.
A fraction of ion-channels and receptors on neural membrane can be regulated by
external stimulations (mechanical, chemical, temperature, optical, etc.) or by the neural
transmitters leading to a local variation of cross-membrane potential in the neuron. This
variation can then propagate through the entire membrane of the neuron and affect the
action potential generation. The local variations of cross-membrane potential cause by
different stimulations or different synapses can interact with each other, functioning as
information processing or computing. Hence it is believed that the variation of
cross-membrane potential conveys the sensory information and is the most
important indicator of neural information processing [1]. Many diseases and
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1. INTRODUCTION
gene mutations can result in malfunction of ion-channels leading to abnormal regulation
of the cross-membrane potentials, which is one of the foci of drug screening [2].
Hence, to monitor or intervene the activity of neurons at molecular level,
small circuit level or even system level, neuron-computer interfaces are widely used
in basic research [3–13] , drug discovery [14–19], neural prosthetics [20–26] and even
environment toxin monitoring [27, 28].
There are 3×104-1×105 neurons and around 3×108 synapses per cubic millimetre in
the mammalian central never system (CNS) [29, 30]. A neuron in CNS, usually con-
taining a 5-30 mm diameter soma, 1-mm-diameter neurites, which have different roles
in sensory signal processing, requires micrometer-scale monitoring technique to study.
The action potential (AP) responsible for transuding information between neurons is
usually as short as 1 millisecond (ms), require submillisecond time-resolution to moni-
toring them. Thus researchers are continuously labouring to develop neuron-computer
interfaces to achieve higher temporal, spatial resolution and to record/stimulate
more neurons simultaneously.
1.1 Electrical neuron-electrode interfaces
1.1.1 Conventional neuron-electrode interfaces
Conventionally, needle like electrodes (metal sharp electrodes or glass pipette filled
with high conductible intro-electrode solution) are used to probe the membrane poten-
tial or extracellular potential. Specifically, because the patch-clamp method [31] can
provide a submillivolt resolution for monitoring cross-membrane potential and pA res-
olution for recording transmembrane current, by accessing the neuron’s internal space
with relative low access resistance and significant low leakage conductance. It already
becomes the golden method, since 1970s, to monitor electrical activity in vitro and in
vivo. However, patch-clamp is intrinsically low-throughput and technically
complex [2]. It involves careful manipulation, with submicrometer resolution, of one
or more micropipettes to contact, seal and perforate the cellular membrane and achieve
measurement and control of membrane potential. Alternatively, methods such as the
loose-patch or cell-attach recording, which do not require to form gigaseal, were devel-
oped to speed up the manipulation speed, while the signal amplitudes are reduced from
50-100 mV range to 0.1-1 mV range.
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1.1.2 Automated patch-clamp
To scale up the interfacing throughput without loosing the signal-to-noise ratio, some
attempt to automate the patch-clamp procedure via robotic system [32–35]. At least
one system, APATCHI-1TM [35] is already commercially available.
Others resort to develop lab-on-chip path-clamp devices by integrating microfluidic
system and micro-orifice arrays in glass [36, 37], polymer [38, 39], silicon/SiO2 [40,
41] and plastic/ SiO2 [42] substrates. Suspended cells are drawn by a microflow or
electric field towards micro-orifices where they seal, in a process analogous to the pipette-
membrane seal of conventional electrophysiology.
For suspended cell lines, recently commercially available on-chip patch-clamp sys-
tems, such as, PatchXpress (Molecular Devices, Inc.), Ionworks population patch clamp
(Molecular Devices, Inc.), and Qpatch (Sophion Bioscience, Inc.), can facilitate un-
derstanding mechanisms of the pathology of mutated ion-channels, and enables fast
ion screening drug discovery. But it is difficult to apply them to the neuronal
culture or to a specific subcellular compartment of the neuron.
1.1.3 Multi-Electrode Array (MEA)
To study the information process, synaptic plasticity and network formation of the
small neuronal network, it requires to monitoring as many neurons as possible inside the
network and as long as possible. It also requires the neurons to adhere to the substrate,
develops functional neuron-to-neuron connections. The single electrode techniques such
as patch clamp and intracellular recording are difficult to record more than 3-5 neurons.
Due to the mechanical vibration and the wounds introduced by electrode-cell-membrane
contact, they only allow recording from same neurons for a few hours. To overcome these
disadvantages, MEA devices with an array of electrodes photolithographically fabricated
were introduced in 1970s [43–45].
Because MEAs are capable of recording neural activity from multiple positions simul-
taneously for several weeks, there are emerging reports of using MEAs in basic neu-
roscience research, drug screening and toxicology. Nevertheless, the typical SNR
(maximum absolute peak value to RMS noise) is only 5-40 [46, 47]. To in-
crease the SNR, many efforts are invested to provide better electrode materials [48–56]
or micro-electrode shapes [57, 58].
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Another disadvantage of contemporary MEAs is very low ratio of distinguishable
units to total number of neurons in the culture. Only on the order of 1%, of neu-
rons are monitored at unclear sites on the MEA [47, 59]. It requires that the soma is
located within ∼5-10 mm of a micro-electrode [60, 61] to generate recordable extracel-
lular signals. Moreover, the cells tend to migrate, leading to unstable electrode-neuron
interfacing [62].
Some researchers try to increase electrode density, bringing the spatial resolution to
subcellular scale [63, 64]. Hence, a neuron can generate recordable signals whereas
the soma is located. Others resort to physically or chemically anchor neurons onto
electrodes [47, 65–74]. However, these straightforward methods either suffer from high
fabrication costs and complexity or fail to maintain long-term electrode-cell
coupling due to strong mobility of cells.
1.2 Non-electrical interfaces
All the electrical interfacing techniques at cellular/subcellular level require certain
kind of direct electrical connection to target neurons. It is difficult to form long-term
interfacing due to mechanic motion of electrodes, glia proliferation around electrodes,
the turning/growth of neurites, and the migration of somata. Therefore, there are
emerging trends to develop non-electrical interfacing techniques such as magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) and optical imaging.
Recent developed new generation of calcium-sensitive MRI contrast agents [75]
and magnetic resonance microscopic techniques [76, 77] bring the MRI spatial
resolution to amazing 20-40 mm [76], which already allowing identifying single cells and
temporal resolution to around 100 ms. However, it is still a big challenge to reach
millisecond requirement for identifying the single AP.
Fluorescence-based optical imaging of neural activities usually have subcellular
spatial resolutions [78–83]. Most of the reports are based on calcium imaging whose
signal is an indirect indicator of neural activity, the calcium release/influx induced by
the depolarization of the cell membrane. Single AP monitoring is difficult for this
technique. The voltage-sensitive dyes [84, 85] or voltage-sensitive fluorescent
proteins [82, 83, 86, 87] can directly monitor the membrane potential. However, due
to reactive oxygen species and oxidization of dyes generated in fluorescence emission,
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fluorescence based methods usually suffered from photobleaching and phototoxi-
city [88–90], although they have been dramatically reduced after 20 years efforts. This
limits the monitoring time. The temporal resolution is usually 100-1000 ms depends
on the imaging technique and the number of monitored neurons. High temporal
resolution remains challenging.
To avoid the photobleaching, others start to search non-fluorescence based tech-
niques, such as scattering/birefringence [91, 92] and second-harmonic [93, 94] signal
detection. Nevertheless, the signal generation mechanism remains unknown;
and the extremely small signal magnitude usually requires averaging over
time to obtain reasonable SNR.
1.3 Dissertation Overview
To further increase the SNR of high-throughput neuron-computer interfaces, in-
crease the chronic robustness, reduce the fabrication costs, and reduce the
human intervention during usage, in this dissertation we used microfabrication
techniques, numerical simulations, electrophysiological experiments to explore the fea-
sibility of enhancing neuron-computer interfaces with microchannels and the biophysics
of the signal generation in microchannel devices.
In chapter 2, we introduced to use microchannels integrated in polymer or plas-
tic substrate as a low-cost and scalable neuron-electrode interface to support low-
complexity multi-unit loose-patch recording and stimulation of developing networks
with high-throughput potential. In these devices, micrometer-sized channels serve as
substrate-embedded recording pipettes. Somata are plated and retained in the cul-
ture wells. Due to geometrical constraints while neural processes grow along the mi-
crochannels, a loose-patch configuration without human intervention can be effectively
established.
To optimize the signal amplitudes, we further studied the biophysics of the signal
generation of microchannel devices by experiments and numerical simulations. Chap-
ter 3 discusses the impact of microchannel geometry on the signal amplitude, SNR
and waveform shape. Based on these results, the optimal microchannel geometry
providing a mean SNR of 101±76 (chapter 3) was proposed.
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Chapter 4 discusses the biology criteria of the neuron such as ion-channel distribution,
ion-channel types and axon diameters on the signal amplitude, SNR and waveform
shape. The hypothesis of origin of the recorded signal were proposed (chapter 4)
based on these results.
To demonstrate the advantages of microchannel devices, two applications were pro-
posed and tested:
(1) Ion channel screening at subcellular level. In chapter 4, we discuss the mass
transfer of chemical compounds in microchannels and the effects of 4-Aminopyridine
(4-AP) applied to different culture compartments on recorded signals.
(2) An enhancer of the MEA for study of neuronal networks with the
maximum SNR of 142, and a high ratio (61%) of distinguishable units to
total number of neurons in the culture. In chapter 5 a design of MEAs enhanced
with embedded microchannels were proposed based on the biophysics of signal genera-
tion of microchannels. Chapter 6 describes the fabrication process and field tests with
the hippocampal neuronal culture. We demonstrate that this microwell-microchannel
enhanced MEA is a promising tool for the study of low-density neuronal networks.
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Chapter 2 PDMS-on-polystyrene microchannel devices as in-
tegrated extracellular electrophysiology platform
2.1 Abstract
The electrophysiological characterization of cultured neurons is of paramount impor-
tance for drug discovery, safety pharmacology and basic research in the neurosciences.
Technologies offering low cost, low technical complexity and potential for scalability
towards high-throughput electrophysiology on in vitro neurons would be advantageous,
in particular for screening purposes.
Here we describe a plastic culture substrate supporting low-complexity multi-unit
loose-patch recording and stimulation of developing networks while retaining manufac-
turability compatible with low-cost and large-scale production. Our hybrid PDMS-on-
polystyrene structures include culture wells (6 mm in diameter) and microchannels (25mm × 3.7 mm × 1 mm) serving as substrate-embedded recording pipettes. Somas are
plated and retained in the culture wells due to geometrical constraints while their pro-
cesses grow along the microchannels, effectively establishing a loose-patch configuration
without human intervention.
We demonstrate that off-the-shelf voltage-clamp, current-clamp and extracellular am-
plifiers can be used to record and stimulate neural activity with the aid of our dishes.
Spikes up to 50 pA in voltage-clamp and 300 mV in current-clamp modes are recorded in
sparse and bursting activity patterns characteristic of 1 week-old hippocampal cultures.
Overall, this work suggests a strategy to endow conventional culture plastic ware with
added functionality to enable cost-efficient network electrophysiology.
2.2 Introduction
As we mentioned in the previous chapter, conventional technology such as patch-
clamp, loose patch, and single electrode intracellular recording, always require labouring
human intervention, with submicrometer resolution, of one or more micropipettes to
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contact, seal and perforate the cellular membrane and achieve measurement and control
of membrane potential. Integrated lab-on-a-chip patch-clamp devices have recently been
developed [36–42] towards high-throughput electrophysiology. However, for the proper
function of existing lab-on-a-chip patch-clamp is the use of cells in suspension, detached
from any substrates.
MEA an array of micron-scale electrodes fabricated on glass or silicon substrate was
introduced to overcome this disadvantage and is capable of recording from multiple sites
in one culture simultaneously. Conventional membrane voltage-clamp is, however, not
possible with existing MEAs because stimulation relies on capacitively coupled short-
lasting transients, rather than steady-state membrane charging as realized with the
intracellular access afforded by conventional patch-clamp.
Nevertheless, the compatibility with fully developed networks offsets these limitations
in applications requiring measurements on cultured neurons and networks. MEAs are
used for studies on neurotoxicity [95], stem cell differentiation [96, 97], network compu-
tation [98, 99] and drug screening [100, 101]amongst other applications.
Ongoing research on MEAs aims at increasing the number of available electrodes,
typically limited to about 100 in passive devices, by means of integrated electronics for
on-wafer multiplexing and amplification [102]. Further work addresses the patterning
of 2D cultures on MEAs by chemical means [98] and laser patterning of polymeric
structures [69] as well as the coupling of MEAs and scaffolds to support 3D cultures
[103] and the development of stand-alone portable systems [104].
Overall, although MEAs are well suited for electrophysiological studies on in vitro
networks, they remain a rara avis in the average neuroscience lab, used only in about
0.4% of the neuroscience papers involving cell culture (source PubMed). Such limited
impact in the neurosciences can be partly explained by the cost of MEA technology,
with market prices in the range of 50-250 euros/device, compared to plastic culture con-
sumables available at 0.50 euros/dish and inexpensive glass coverslips [105]. Moreover,
a future reduction of MEA production costs appears problematic given the multi-mask
clean-room photolithography procedures involved and the large substrate surface (up to
10 cm2) used per device. Adding to cost considerations, a further deterrent against mi-
gration from standard dishes to MEAs is the still poorly known impact on the cultures
of the switch from polystyrene substrates or glass coverslips, for which most protocols
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have been established, to MEA surfaces with polyimide, PECVD SiO2 or Si3N4 as
insulators.
Here we describe a consumable plastic (PDMS-on-polystyrene, Figure 2.1 (a)) dish
technology with low-cost per well that supports multi-unit recording of extracellular
currents and potentials from adherent and anatomically complex neurons. Our devices
are compatible with conventional electrophysiology instrumentation, including voltage-
clamp, current-clamp and extracellular amplifiers and cultures are performed using
standard dissociation and plating protocols growing on well-characterised polystyrene
surfaces to establish functional networks.
Our approach involves integrating microchannel structures of appropriate geome-
tries with culture dishes. The resulting confinement of neurites and their extracellular
currents leads to electrical potentials recordable in large isopotential culture wells by
means of low-cost and reusable macroelectrodes avoiding the need for microfabrication
and substrate integration of micrometer-sized electrodes. This strategy enables routine
functional inspection of the cultures and can potentially enable systematic large scale
compound screening at low cost and technical complexity.










Figure 2.1. Rationale of the microchannel device (adapted from [106]). (a) 35 mm
polystyrene dish with overlaid chamber-channel-chamber structure. (b-c) Cartoon sketch of
transmembrane currents of a depolarized membrane patch in unconfined (b) and
channel-confined neurons (c).
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Action potentials (APs) involve > 60 mV membrane depolarization and subsequent
hyperpolarization at millisecond time scales by transiently sinking/sourcing Na+/K+
ions at the axon hillock (AH). The associated short-lived current loops (see blue arrows
in Figure 2.1 (b)) extend in passive neurites as far as the electrotonic length [107], λ,
(λ =
√
rRm/(2Ra)), where Rm is the specific membrane resistance of the neurite (∼50
KW·cm2 for pyramidal cells[107]), Ra the axial specific resistance (∼200 W·cm) and r
its radius (∼1 mm), resulting in λ = 1.12 mm. In practise regeneration of the APs by
voltage-dependent Na+/K+ channels beyond the AH (e.g. at Ranvier nodes) can sup-
port longer range AP propagation and so λ is often taken as a lower bound for current
spread distance. If the extracellular segments of the current loops are confined, for ex-
ample with manually-positioned large-bore micropipettes in a loose-patch configuration
[107], recordable potentials ensue.
Because hippocampus neurons extend neurites reaching up to several millimetres when
cultured on appropriate substrates, i.e. coated with adhesion and growth promoters,
we reasoned that confinement could be effected without human intervention due to
spontaneous sprouting of neuronal processes within microchannels (Figure 2.1 (c)). The
extracellular branch of the current results then in extracellularly recordable potentials
associated with APs.
Indeed, preliminary data using invertebrate neurons showed that intrachannel po-
tentials could be recorded with substrate-embedded micrometer-sized ITO [108] elec-
trodes, akin to those used in conventional MEAs. We further anticipated that APs by
confined axons would result in transient electrical potentials (Vap) measured between
two microchannel-connected culture wells and recordable by millimetre-sized Ag/AgCl
macroelectrodes, avoiding altogether the need for substrate-embedded microelectrodes.
The expected voltage Vap is estimated asĪex ×Rchan where Īex is the magnitude of the
microchannel-confined extracellular current averaged along the channel and Rchan its
end-to-end resistance. Assuming Īex and Rchan in the order of picoamperes and MW
respectively, Vap would reach values of microvolts.
We show here that channels with a cross-section of 25 mm × 3.7 mm support sprouting
of axons (radius ∼1 mm), retain somas outside the channels and produce a resistance
path of Rchan =10-20 MW (1 mm-long channel) sufficient to produce recordable signals.
The needed well-channel-well structure can be realized with soft-lithography, result-
ing in low-cost all-plastic culture dishes that support low-complexity electrophysiology
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on adherent, as opposite to suspended, neurons. We demonstrate that conventional
voltage-clamp and current-clamp amplifiers in addition to extracellular low-noise in-
strumentation can be used for this purpose.
2.3 Methods and results
2.3.1 Device fabrication
A soft lithography master was produced by spinning SU-8 2005 (Microchem) at 3.7mm on a 2 mm-thick Pyrex substrate. A 25 mm × 10 mm strip was photolithographically
defined as the negative of the microchannel and a 7 mm-thick slab of PDMS was cured
on the master (Figure 2.2 (a), 2.2 (b)). Under microscope inspection two culture wells
with a diameter of 6 mm were opened (Figure 2.2 (c)). The separation between the
culture wells (and the length of the channel) was 1 mm. The PDMS structure was
overlaid on a polystyrene substrate, either a commercial culture dish (Corning treated
35 mm) or a custom cut 2 mm-thick polystyrene plate (Figure 2.2 (d)). For recording
and stimulation a plexiglass frame with two wire electrodes was fitted on the culture
wells (Figure 2.2 (e)-(h)). To produce the Ag/AgCl electrodes, 4 cm segments of Ag
wire (WPI, diameter 0.015 inches) were bleach-chlorided by soaking for 20 minutes in
household bleach and thoroughly rinsed with Milli-Q water.
Characterisation of the master and PDMS replicas made use of a mechanical profiler
(Dektak, Veeco) and Cambridge S-360 scanning electron microscope (Leica).
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Figure 2.2. Fabrication steps (adapted from [106]). (a) An SU-8 master is produced by
photolithographically defining a 3.7 μm × 25 μm × 10 mm strip on a circular Pyrex substrate.
PDMS is cast on the master (b) and 6-mm wells are punched (c). The PDMS piece is overlaid
on a polystyrene substrate d). A plexiglass structure including two Ag/AgCl macroelectrodes
is lowered into the wells (e-f) to support recording and stimulation. (g-h) show the position of
the macroelectrodes inside the wells with respect to the connecting microchannel. A SEM
picture of the microchannel entrance is shown in (i) (scale bar 5 μm).
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2.3.2 CO2 priming of microchannels
Filling micrometer-sized microcavities and microchannels with aqueous solutions is pos-
sible using pressure or sequential rinsing with increasingly hydrated solvents such as
ethanol + water. Yet widespread use of our devices would be facilitated if priming of
the microchannels occurred spontaneously upon filling the culture wells with cell culture
medium.
Despite treatment of the PDMS with oxygen plasma (Harrick), the resulting hy-
drophilic surface does not support consistent priming of the substrates. Moreover,
plasma-induced hydrophilicity reverses with time, limiting shelf-life and likely introduc-
ing variability in filling performance.
Air micro bubbles in water can block the channel and hamper priming. They are
stable long-term because the liquid in open air is at equilibrium and will not solubilize
nitrogen, which makes up 80% of the micro bubble volume, beyond 20 mg/L. However,
the atmospheric concentration of CO2 is low, 385 ppm in volume, and its solubility in
water is high at 1.45 g/L. Therefore a 100% CO2 micro bubble in water will dissolve
quickly due to the high solubility and low concentration of the gas in cell culture medium
at equilibrium with atmosphere.
We superfused the device with CO2 by placing it in a sealed container with gas inlet
and outlet at a flow of 2 L/min for 2 minutes. The culture wells were filled with
culture medium while inside the container to ensure entrapping of pure CO2 inside
the microchannels. Intrachannel CO2 bubbles solubilize within seconds resulting in
complete priming.
It was later discovered that it is also possible to fill the culture wells in air, and
consistently achieve fully filled microchannels, with the condition that the operation
is performed within 20 seconds of removing the device from the CO2 container. Note
that the diffusion time of nitrogen into the microchannel and the higher weight of CO2
compared to air likely contributes to this result.
CO2-enabled microchannel priming facilitates commercialisation because the devices
are primed trivially by swift filling of the culture wells after opening gas-filled packaging
and prior to culture. Moreover, shelf-life is not limited by the priming methodology.
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2.3.3 Cell culture, neuronal transfection and microchannel-confined growth
Dissociated cultures of mouse hippocampus neurons were prepared as previously de-
scribed [105]. Briefly, hippocampi were dissected from E18 embryonic mice, dissociated
with papain (40 units/mL) at 37◦C and gently triturated. Fresh cells were seeded at
densities ranging from 104 to 105 neurons/culture well (3×102 neurons/mm2 to 3.5×103
neurons/mm2) in Neurobasal (NB) and supplemented with 2% B27, 2 mM L-glutamine,
5% horse serum (all from Invitrogen) and 20 mg/mL gentamycin (Sigma). Cytosine b-
arabino furanoside (Ara-C) (Sigma) was added at 1 mM after 1 week to inhibit glial
proliferation. 50% of the culture well volume was replaced with fresh culture medium
weekly. Prior to cell plating and assembly of PDMS and polystyrene dishes, the sub-











Figure 2.3. (a) Fluorescence and (b) phase contrast images of a GFP-transfected culture
after 7 days in vitro illustrating sprouting within the microchannel. (c-d) show processes
elongating in a microchannel from a different dish.
On occasions fresh hippocampus chunks (approximately 1 mm3 in volume) were cry-
opreserved [109] with 10% Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as cryoprotectant in modified
DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium) supplemented with 100 mg/ml strepto-
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mycin, 100 units/ml penicillin, 5% foetal calf serum, 5% horse serum and maintained
in liquid nitrogen. Up to 6 months after freezing, cryopreserved tissue could be quickly
thawed in a conventional water bath (2.5 mins), mechanically dissociated by gentle
pipetting and plated at 4×104 to 105 neurons/culture well (1.4×103 neurons/mm2 to
3.5×103 neurons/mm2 ). Consistently with previous results [109], cell anatomy and
activity patterns were similar in cultures of fresh and cryopreserved neurons.
To aid in visualising intrachannel outgrowth, selected cultures were transfected with
Green-Fluorescence-Protein (GFP) using the lentivirus vector.
Lentiviral particles were produced by transient transfection of 293T cells with Fu-
GENE6 (Roche) by use of the GFP-expressing vector pWPXL-GFP, the second-generation
packaging construct psPAX2, and the envelope plasmid pMD2G. 293T cells were cul-
tured in DMEM, supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum (FCS) and without antibi-
otics before transfection. Medium was changed and supplemented with antibiotics after
18 hours. Vector supernatants, containing viral particles, were harvested approximately
24 and 48 hours later and concentrated by ultracentrifugation (2 hours, 26000 g at 4◦C).
After 4 days in vitro, the neuronal cultures were incubated at 33◦C and 5% CO2 with
the lentivirus for 24 hours. The cultures were then rinsed with lentivirus-free medium
and further incubated (37◦C, 5% CO2) until use. Fluorescence imaging made use of an
inverted Nikon Eclipse TE200 microscope.
Figure 2.3 (a-b) show fluorescence and phase-contrast image, respectively, of a typical
GFP-transfected culture after 7 days in vitro. Figure 2.3 (c-d) show elongation of
processes within a microchannel from a different culture.
Figure 2.4 compares low versus high density cultures. Low density cultures resulted
from plating densities of 104 fresh cells per well or, due to lower viability, 4×104 -105
cryopreserved cells per well. Low density cultures (figure 2.4 (a)) usually show sparse
growth of processes along the microchannels whereas high density populations (105 fresh
cells/well, Figure 2.4 (b)) often form bundles of processes threading the channels.
Recordings were attempted upon observation of axonal growth within the microchan-
nel, typically 1 week after plating. For this purpose a patch-clamp (2400 AM-Systems)
or a conventional extracellular (Multichannel Systems) amplifier were used.
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Figure 2.4. Culture of cryopreserved cells plated at 1.4×103 neurons/mm2 (a) and fresh cells
at 3.5×103 neurons/well (b) after 2 weeks in vitro showing multiple processes growing along
the microchannel.

















Figure 2.5. Raw data obtained in voltage-clamp mode with clamping voltage set to null
offset currents. The traces contain typical hippocampal bursting activity (mean burst
duration 2 s and inter-burst period 7.5 s) including single-unit spikes.
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A voltage-clamp amplifier (2400 AM-Systems) was set up with sensing and ground
Ag/AgCl electrodes in two microchannel-connected wells and the clamping-voltage was
adjusted to null the channel current. Stray capacitance between the wells, measured
at 15 pF, was compensated prior to obtaining the recordings. In this configuration
transients of intrachannel current, Ichan, produced by confined neurons partly flow
into the low-impedance input stage of the amplifier (see setup sketch in Figure 2.1 (c))
and are recorded as (extracellular) intrachannel current spikes.
Figure 2.5 shows activity recorded in voltage-clamp (VC) mode from the culture in
Figure 2.4 (a), including bursts of negative-going single-unit spikes of up to 35 pA in
amplitude and a duration of 450 ms (full-width half-height).
Note that the current-noise (In) in the recordings is dominated by the thermal noise
of the microchannel: In =
√
4KBT/Rch; where K is the Botlzmann constant, B the
bandwidth, T the temperature and Rch the end-to-end resistance of the channel. The
measured noise in the recording is In = 5.5 pArms compared with the theoretically
predicted thermal-noise of 4 pArms. Overall signal-to-noise ratio was 6.4 (AP peak to
RMS noise).
The observed activity patterns obtained in VC mode are consistent with previous
work showing that monolayer cultures of hippocampal neurons on conventional MEAs
display spontaneous bursting activity [98].
2.3.5 Recordings with current-clamp and extracellular amplifiers
Conventional current-clamp (CC) and extracellular amplifiers use high impedance
input stages, as opposite to low impedance in VC electronics, to measure intracellular
and extracellular potentials. The former are usually employed for whole-cell recordings
of intracellular potentials in the range 1-100 mV, and therefore noise levels of the order
of hundreds of mV are acceptable whereas the latter aim at measuring much smaller
signals (10 mV - 1 mV) and usually display proportionally lower noise levels.
Figure 2.6 shows bursting activity from different hippocampal cultures and demon-
strates that both CC (figure 2.6 (a)) and extracellular (figure 2.6 (b)) amplifiers can
be used with our dishes. Note, however, the superior signal-to-noise ratio of the latter
(SNR = 13) versus CC (SNR = 6.5).
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The possibility of recording activity with extracellular amplifiers but also with instru-
mentation designed for intracellular CC and VC measurements will facilitate adoption of
our substrates by neuroscience labs. See movies M1 and M2 as supplementary informa-




Figure 2.6. Spontaneous bursting activity recorded in current-clamp mode with conventional
patch-clamp (a) and extracellular (b) amplifiers. (c) Baseline activity levels from a single
microchannel (extracellular amplifier). (d) Stimulus-locked spikes evoked by ±30 nA biphasic
pulses of 100 μs/phase (inset) applied to the microchannel in (c).
2.3.6 Stimulation
Beyond measuring spontaneous activity, we sought to demonstrate the suitability of
our dishes to electrically probe the network. Figure 2.6 (c) shows 200 ms of extra-
cellular recording prior to stimulation indicating that the baseline activity was sparse,
averaging 46 spikes/minute. Biphasic voltage pulses (100-ms-long each phase, see inset
in figure 2.5 (d)) were applied between the wells using a National Instruments DAC
board under LabView control. We found that pulses of ±30 nA elicited the stimulation-
locked response shown in figure 2.6 (d), increasing the effective mean spike rate to 204
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spikes/minute or a factor of 4.4 with respect to baseline. Interestingly, the latency
between stimulation (see left-most artefact) and the evoked activity averaged 63.4 ms
suggesting that the response involved polysynaptic pathways.
2.4 Discussion
Dissociated neuronal cultures are ubiquitous in academia and industry as convenient
preparations for pharmacological and electrophysiological studies. These are usually
performed on O2 plasma-treated polystyrene (PS) surfaces produced with plastic injec-
tion moulding and available at prices ranging from 0.50 euros for mono-well dishes to a
few euros for a multi-well plate.
It is of broad interest to monitor spontaneous neuronal activity, electrically stimu-
lated responses and their modulation by exogenous compounds in these cultures. Multi-
electrode arrays (MEAs) provide this functionality and, yet, MEAs are used as culture
substrates in only a small fraction of the publications employing monolayer preparations.
Conventional pipette-enabled electrophysiology and calcium-sensitive optical probes are
usually favoured and this is despite the technical complexity and low-throughput of
pipette-electrophysiology and the moderate temporal resolution and staining issues as-
sociated with calcium imaging.
A possible explanation for the limited adoption of substrate-integrated electrophysi-
ology is the cost of MEA dishes, which in 2007 ranged from 50 to 250 euros per well,
more than two orders of magnitude higher than plastic consumables. A second deterrent
against MEA adoption is the often encountered variability in cell anatomy and physi-
ology introduced by changes in the type of surface used for culture, e.g. in switching
from PS to glass-based electrical insulator-coated MEAs.
We set to develop a plastic dish that supports multi-unit extracellular electrophysiol-
ogy while retaining convenient manufacturability, low cost per well and a standard PS
surface.
Our approach relies on the spontaneous sprouting of neurites along microchannels
serving as dish-embedded analogous of loose-patch pipettes. We first demonstrated that
3.7 mm × 25 mm PDMS microchannels overlaid on PS surfaces support normal outgrowth
of processes from hippocampal neurons while excluding, due to size constraints, the
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entry of somas. Processes form bundles after 1-2 weeks in vitro when seeding at densities
of 105 cells/well but remain sparse at lower densities (Figure 2.4).
Note the similarity between the loose-patch (LP) [110] configuration and our de-
vices. In LP a glass pipette forms a low-impedance seal (5-50 MW) around a membrane
patch of ∼5 mm2. Our microchannels, once threaded by axons, effectively provide
a gap seal with a resistance of 10-20 MW distributed over a large membrane patch
(axon length × perimeter = ∼6000 mm2), separating the outgrowth into the distant
well from the soma and local processes. It is to all effects a loose-(macro)patch config-
uration.
Hippocampal neurons from E18 embryos are spontaneously active in vitro[98] and
we successfully attempted to measure this activity lowering Ag/AgCl macroelectrodes
in microchannel-connected wells. Conventional current-clamp, voltage-clamp and ex-
tracellular amplifiers proved adequate to record sparse spikes and bursting activity, in
accordance with previously described results with this type of cultures.
Stimulation was attempted using standard biphasic pulses and artefact-locked re-
sponses were obtained. This result suggests that stimulation-response studies as used
for neurotoxicity tests [108] are possible with our dishes.
Production makes use of replica and injection moulding for the microchannels and PS
substrate respectively, in addition to well punching. Therefore labour intensive clean
room-bound tasks required for MEA fabrication [44] such as sputtering of conduct-
ing layers, spinning of photoresists, mask alignment/exposure, baking, development,
etching, PECVD insulator deposition and electrode platinization can be avoided. The
Ag/AgCl electrodes are easy to produce and reusable, and do not contribute to the cost
per well. Overall, the functionality and plastic nature of our dishes suggest that they
could replace conventional culture ware in the context of dissociated neuronal cultures.
2.5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated a plastic substrate for neuronal cultures which facilitates multi-
unit recording and stimulation of extracellular potentials and currents. The suitability
of our substrates for recordings on neurite-bearing neurons as opposed to non-adherent
spherical cells renders them especially useful for studies on in vitro networks.
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Since recordings are affected by reusable macroelectrodes that are lowered in and
lifted from the wells as needed, the dish itself does not include metal parts and can be
produced by a combination of replica/injection moulding and punching.
The convenient manufacturability, low-cost and microchannel priming of our devices
make them a potential replacement for conventional culture dishes in the context of in
vitro neuroscience.
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Chapter 3 Biophysics of microchannel-enabled neuron-elect rode
interfaces
3.1 Abstract
We have previously described the use of microchannels (mChannels) as substrate-
integrated equivalents of micropipettes and advantageous neuron-electrode interface
enhancers. The use of mChannels to establish stable recording and stimulation of thread-
ing axons results in a high-SNR, potentially high-throughput and low-cost alternative
to conventional substrate-embedded microelectrodes. Here we confirm the consistent
achievement of high SNRs with mChannels and systematically characterise the impact
of mChannel geometry on the measured signals via numerical simulations and in-vitro
experiments. We demonstrate and rationalize how channels with a length of ≤ 200mm and channel cross section of ≤ 12 mm2 support spontaneous formation of seals and
yield spike sizes in the millivolt range. Despite the low degree of complexity involved in
their fabrication and use, mChannel devices provide a single-unit mean SNR of 101±76,
which compares favourably with the SNR obtained from recent developments employing
CNT-coated electrodes and Si-NWFETs.
3.2 Introduction
Neuron-electrode interfaces are promising tools against a wide range of neurological
disorders in vivo [20, 21] and have demonstrated applicability to in vitro neuroscience
research [7–15, 27, 28].
Multi-site electrical neural stimulation by means of macro (millimetre-sized) elec-
trodes has been used to treat epilepsy [111, 112] and Parkinson’s disease [24], proving
to be of striking therapeutic value, whereas the higher spatial resolution afforded by
micrometer-sized electrode arrays is best suited to functional stimulation of the retina
[22, 23] and visual cortex [25, 26]. In addition to chronically robust electrical stimulation,
intensive efforts have also been made to achieve interfaces capable of stable long-term
recording of neural activity [113]. These could facilitate closed-loop stimulation [114],
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enabling for example fine motor control of prosthetic limbs [21]. Microelectrode arrays
(MEAs) capable of providing high spatial resolution without compromising time resolu-
tion, are among the most promising interfaces. Robotic arms can be precisely controlled
via neural signals acquired by cortically implanted MEAs [115, 116]. The Utah array,
an MEA with 3D needle electrodes, even allows the control of hand prostheses by a
human subject [117].
Further, in vitro applications of MEAs are today well established in the fields of
drug screening [14, 15], toxicology [27, 28] and basic network neuroscience research
[7–9]. Recently, MEAs were used to study the learning, memory [10, 11] and pattern
recognition [12, 13] of in vitro neuronal circuits.
Improving neuron-electrode coupling remains a challenging goal in the field. Notwith-
standing application-specific requirements, a multipurpose optimal neuron-electrode in-
terface would be characterised by: a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in recording mode,
high charge-transfer capacity for stimulation configurations and long-term mechanical
and electrical stability of the neuron-electrode coupling, ideally with sustained access
to individual cells.
To achieve low impedance, a high electrochemical-surface area to geometrical-surface
area ratio (ESA/GSA) is often required [118]. Hence many proposals focus on coat-
ing electrodes with high-surface-area materials, such as platinum black [48], IrO2, TiN,
gold nanoparticles [49], gold flakes [50], nanoporous gold [51] or soft-conductive poly-
mers [52]. Due to the exceptionally high ESA/GSA (∼2.55 F·cm-2) of carbon/silicon
nanotubes [53], nanotube coated electrodes [54] and nanowire-based field-effect transis-
tors (NWFET) [55, 56] have recently been shown to provide excellent SNR. The use of
3D protruding microelectrodes [57] can also benefit SNR by providing close contact, e.g.,
in the case of acute measurements on slices, or may even aim to engulf the electrodes
in the neuronal membrane for better coupling [58].
Despite improvements in SNR, most contemporary modifications to MEAs suffer from
high fabricating costs and complexity. Biocompatibility studies also suggest that further
studies are necessary to assess how nanotubes affect the neural activity via direct electri-
cal coupling between neurons [119]. We previously described low-cost, easy-to-fabricate,
microchannel-macroelectrode assemblies as an alternative to planar and protruding
electrodes [106]. Neurites spontaneously sprouting into the polymeric microchannel
(mChannel) cause an end-to-end potential difference during the action potential (AP);
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in this way, the mChannels act like integrated electrophysiological pipettes in loose patch
mode. Using 6-mm culture wells as widened mChannel ends allows for large (millimetre-
sized) metal surfaces used as electrodes to record intrachannel neurite-related activity.
An in vitro electrophysiology application of this principle (E2 technology, Aleria Biode-
vices) was released onto the market in 2009.
Because neurites usually grow up to several millimetres along the mChannel [106, 120],
stable long-term access to individual cells is conceivably possible. Moreover, the use of
large electrodes results in low electrode impedance (good charge-transfer characteris-
tics) and controlling the mChannel geometry could potentially result in optimization of
seal resistance and SNR. During depolarization at the axon hillock, the net membrane
current flows inward; a fraction of this current, flowing along the axon and crossing
the membrane, returns extracellularly back to the axon hillock. The returning current
contained in the mChannel will cause an end-to-end potential difference (figure 3.2).
According to Ohm’s law, increasing the resistance of the mChannel (e.g., modifying its
cross-section and length) would result in an increase of the potential difference.
Here, we report a quantitative study with hippocampal neurons and numerical sim-
ulations of compartmental models to assess the impact of mChannel cross section and
length on signal magnitude, noise level and SNR. Optimized geometry can provide a
good single-unit SNR of between 18±4 and 428±9, with a mean value 101±76. This
value is already comparable to the maximum SNR obtained from CNT-coated electrodes
(∼135 [54]) or from Si-NWFET (∼210 [55] and ∼120 [56], estimated from the figures),
comparing to the typical SNR of traditional MEAs (5-40) [46, 47].
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Device Fabrication
SU-8 layers spin coated onto glass substrates were photo-patterned in a mask aligner
(MJB4, SUSS Microtec) under chrome masks to form SU-8 stripes of different widths.
SU-8 layer thicknesses were controlled by spinning (Ws-650Sz Spin Coater): SU-8 2000.5
at 1000 rpm for 1 mm, SU-8 2002 at 3000 rpm for 2 mm and SU-8 2002 at 1000 rpm
for 3.7 mm. Thicknesses and widths were then confirmed with an optical profiler (Wyko
NT1100, Veeco) in vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) mode. A 5-mm-thick slab of
PDMS was cured onto the master, peeled off and punched to form two culture wells (6
mm in diameter) as described previously [106]. The distances between the wells were
controlled manually under a microscope.
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Figure 3.1. (a) Shows the device used in end-to-end recordings (N=110), with two chambers
connected by a μChannel and an Ag/AgCl wire electrode (diameter 380 μm) per well.
Neurons were plated only in one well (the soma well), whose electrode was used as reference.
(b) Intrachannel recordings (N = 3) made use of a μChannel overlaid on an interdigitated
MEA (ITO electrode width 40 μm with interelectrode spacing of 60 μm). In this case a Pt
wire (diameter 250 μm) was placed in the soma well as the reference electrode.
Before culturing, mChannel devices were attached to polystyrene dishes (end-to-end
experiments) or aligned to MEAs (intrachannel experiments) and primed with CO2
[106]. Then the channel lengths (Lc) were measured using ImageJ software from phase
contrast images of the devices.
MEA fabrication: A 100-nm-thick ITO layer on the glass substrate protected by a
photo-patterned photoresist layer (SPR220-1.2) was etched at 50◦C with mixed acids
(HCl: 14.5%, HNO3: 6.3%) to form 40-mm-wide electrodes with 60-mm separation.
Before culturing, the MEA was cleaned using oxygen plasma for 15 mins in a PDC-002
plasma oven (Harrick Scientific) to enhance hydrophilicity.
3.3.2 Cell Culture
Dissociated cultures of mouse hippocampus neurons were prepared as described previ-
ously [106]. Briefly, E18 embryonic mice hippocampi blocks were dissected and cryopre-
served in DMEM with 10% DMSO as cryoprotectant and with 100 mg/ml strepto-mycin,
100 units/ml penicillin and 10% horse serum as supplements (all from Invitrogen). After
maintaining the tissue blocks in liquid nitrogen for up to 6 months, they were quickly
thawed in a 37◦C water bath, dissociated by gentle puffing and then plated at 5×104
cells/well (∼1.7×103 cells/mm2) in Neurobasal supplemented by 2% B27, 1% Gluta-
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mate, 10% horse serum and 20 mg/ml gentamicin (all from Invitrogen). Cells were only
plated in one well (the soma well in figure 3.1) for each device. Then they were incu-
bated in a 37◦C, 5% CO2, humidified environment for 12-14 days before recording; 50%
of the medium by volume was exchanged twice a week with fresh medium.
3.3.3 Immunocytochemistry
Cells cultured on glass were fixed at room temperature for 30 mins with 4% formalde-
hyde + 4% sucrose in PBS, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton-X (Sigma; 23472-9) in
PBS, and blocked with 1% goat serum (Invitrogen; PCN5000) in PBS for 1-2 hours.
The cells were incubated in the primary antibodies overnight and then in the secondary
antibodies for 6 hours. Following each incubation step, samples were washed with PBS
for 6 hours to reduce non-specific labelling. The following primary antibodies were
used: mouse anti-b-III isoform tubulin monoclonal (1:500; Millipore; MAB1637), rabbit
anti-MAP2 polyclonal (1:500; Millipore; AB5622). As secondary antibodies, we used:
anti-mouse-IgG conjugated Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen; A21202) and anti-rabbit-IgG
conjugated Alexa Fluor 555 (Invitrogen; A31572).
After mounting with Fluoramount (F4680 Sigma), the cells were imaged under a
Leica SP1 confocal microscope, with excitation wavelengths of 488nm and 543nm, and
emission filters: BP 500-548nm for Alexa 488 and BP 561-618nm for Alexa 555.
3.3.4 Electron Microscopy
Cells cultured on glass coverslips were fixed at 4◦C for 90 mins with 2.5% Glutaralde-
hyde in PB, and washed in PB. After fixation the samples were dehydrated by the one-
step method: after incubation in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexamethyldisilazane (HDMS) for 5 mins,
the samples were transferred into desiccators allowing the HDMS to evaporate for 25
mins. After complete evaporation of the HDMS, the samples were mounted, sputter-
coated with a 60-nm gold layer and scanned in a Quanta 200 FEI, XTE 325/D8395
scanning electron microscope.
3.3.5 Resistance Measurements and Electrophysiology
The resistance of each mChannel filled with Neurobasal was measured using a patch
clamp amplifier (A-M system, Inc.; Model 2400) in voltage-clamp mode (20 Hz square
wave, 100 mV). Stray capacitance (10∼20 pF) between Ag/AgCl electrodes was com-
pensated for before adding the culture medium. Two resistances were measured for each
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End-to-end Experiments: Immediately after the resistance measurement, electrophys-
iology recordings were conducted in a humidified incubator (37◦C, 5% CO2) with an
Aleria 600A amplifier (Aleria Biodevices) at modified gain (×240) for at least 10 min-
utes per device. Reference electrodes were always placed in the soma well (figure 3.1). A
pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes was used as recording and reference electrodes; the reference
electrode was placed in the soma well (figure 3.1).
Intrachannel Experiments: at 14 DIV, recordings were performed in a dry incubator
(37◦C, 5% CO2) with a multi-channel amplifier (Multichannel Systems, MEA1060-Inv-
BC). MEA electrodes were recording from several sites within the mChannel, soma wells
were grounded via a platinum wire.
3.3.6 Spike Detection and Sorting
After the raw signal was filtered with a 10-3000 Hz bandpass filter, spikes were de-
tected via simple thresholding. We use a dynamically adjusted spike detection thresh-
old [121], recalculated every 1 sec as Threshold = StandardDeviation ×
√
2× ln(N),
where N is the number of samples per second. Then spikes were clustered hierarchically
using the squared Euclidean norm as the distance metric and average linkage clustering
as the linkage criterion. The hierarchical cluster trees were manually cut to make sure
clusters did not contain clearly different units in one group. Then manual group merg-
ing was conducted as described previously [106] to avoid redundant groups. All these
procedures were performed with MATLAB.
3.3.7 Statistical Analysis
To analyze the impact of the channel geometry on the signal amplitude, the average
height of the positive peaks was calculated for each unit to represent the amplitude.
The amplitude of the largest unit of a mChannel was plotted against the geometry
parameters (figure 3.6).
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To characterize the noise level of a mChannel, the standard deviation of a randomly
selected, 1-second-long continuous signal trace containing no spikes was calculated as
the RMS noise.
SNR was calculated for each unit, via dividing the positive peak value by the RMS
noise for the corresponding signal. To analyze the impact of the mChannel geometry on
SNR, two populations of SNR values (M-SNR and L-SNR) were used:
• The L-SNR is the SNR of the largest unit from a mChannel.
• The M-SNR is the median SNR of all the units from the same mChannel, which
provides a population view of the SNRs in that mChannel.
All values (SNRs, amplitudes and noises, etc.) were reported as ’Mean±Standard
Deviation’.
All the correlation analyses, linear regressions, stepwise linear regressions and t-tests
were conducted using the MATLAB Statistics Toolbox (Mathworks). The estimated
coefficients were reported as ’Coefficient±Standard Error’.
To compare mean values from two groups with similar variance, Student’s t-test was
applied to the datasets. For datasets with different variances, we used the Welch-
Satterthwaite t-test instead of Student’s. For the datasets that did not have a normal
distribution, we used the Mann-Whitney U-test to compare the median value instead
of the mean value.
In linear correlation analyses, Rc represents Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient.
Corresponding p values reported together with Rc show how significantly Rc is different
from zero. If p < 0.05, the correlation is considered as significant.
In linear regression, the robust regression algorithm with a bisquare weighting function
was used to reduce the effect of outliers.
To study the relationship between multiple predictive terms and responses, natural
logarithms are applied to both predictive terms and responses to convert the non-
linear regression to the multiple-linear regression. A stepwise regression procedure was
conducted to exclude redundant terms in the model [122].
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Figure 3.2. Detail of compartment model: (a) each membrane compartment includes 3
populations of ion channels: voltage-dependent sodium channel (gNa), voltage-dependent
potassium channel (gK) and a leak channel (gL). The intra-cellular medium and extra-cellular
medium are modelled as axial resistances in series. During depolarization of the axon hillock,
net current flows inwards at the axon hillock, caused by Na+ channel opening. A fraction of
this current (black arrows) flows along the axon, crosses the membrane and then returns back
to the axon hillock through the μChannel. (b) The geometry of the neuron model and the
spatial distribution of the voltage dependent sodium maximal conductance density ḡNa and
the voltage dependent potassium maximal conductance density ḡK .
Models were computed using MATLAB (Mathworks, version 2007b) running on Mi-
crosoft Windows-XP-SP2-64bit on a PC with a 2.5-GHz IntelR CoreTM2 Quad processor
and 4 GB of RAM. The models were written in M script language.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the detail of our model. By default, a neuron model consists of
a 100-mm-long dendrite with a diameter of 1 mm, a 20-mm-long soma with a diameter of
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Table 3.1: Hodgkin - Huxley model parameters
Passive components
Extracellular resistivity ρex =
{
2.55Ω ·m; Lx ≤ 200µm
1.04Ω ·m; Lx > 200µm
Intracellular resistivity ρi = 0.7Ω ·m
Leak membrane conductance density gL = 0.7S/m
2
Membrane capacity Cm = 0.01F/m
2
Leak Nernst potential EL = −60mV
Active componentsa
Voltage-dependent Na+ channel gNa = ḡNa ·m
3
· h
Voltage-dependent K+ channel gK = ḡK · n
4
Na+ Nernst potential ENa = 60mV
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a The m, n, h are the kinetic parameters in the standard HH model [123]; gNa and gK are the
conductance densities; ḡNa and ḡK are the maximal conductance densities.
20 mm, a 10-mm-long axon hillock with a diameter of 2.5 mm and a 3100-mm-long axon
with a diameter of 0.25 mm. The soma is placed 100 mm from the mChannel entrance.
All external nodes in the distal well are grounded through a 10 pF capacitor to mimic
the effect of stray capacitance between the electrodes and the input capacitance of the
amplifier. The electric potential of external nodes inside the soma well is set to 0, which
is the reference potential. The electric potential of external nodes inside the distal well
mimics the input voltage into the amplifier. Extra-cellular medium inside the mChannel
is modelled as a series of axial resistors: Rex =
Lcomp · ρex
AµChan −Aaxon
The length of the axon
compartments (Lcomp) is set to λ/20, with λ being the space constant of neurites; ρex
is the extra-cellular resistivity; and AµChan is the cross-sectional area of the mChannel.
Two populations of voltage-dependent conductances: gNa and gK were used for the
Hodgkin-Huxley model H-H model. The conductance at the axon hillock was 9-fold
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higher than the conductance at the soma and normal neurite segments. The models
were solved via the backward-Euler method [124]. All the details regarding the passive
and active parameters are given in table 3.1.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Hippocampal Cultures
Figure 3.3. (a, b) Fluorescent images of the same cell culture near the μChannel entrance.
The dashed line shows the border of the soma well and μChannel. MAP2 immunoreactive
dendrites (a) rarely grew into a μChannel, while a large amount of β-III-tubulin
immunoreactive neurites (b) grew into it. The arrow head marks a soma near the entrance.
(c) The SEM image near the μChannel entrance of a soma well. (d-f) Dependence of the
neuronal tissue density inside the μChannel on the distance from the μChannel entrance for
the same sample as in (c). (d) the tissue within 100 μm of the entrance has the highest
density. (e) the density decreases 200-300 μm from the entrance. (f) The density continues to
decrease 400-600 μm from the entrance (in the central part of the μChannel).
After 10-14 DIV, we observed large amounts of tissue extended into the mChannels in
all hippocampal cultures (N = 110) under a phase contrast microscope (data not shown).
To identify the type of tissue inside the mChannels, neurites (dendrites and axons) were
stained with anti-b-III-tubulin (figure 3.3 (b)) and the dendrites were also stained with
anti-MAP2 (figure 3.3 (a)). Although there were large amounts of neurites inside the
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mChannels, only a few dendrites were observed, indicating that most of the neurites
growing in the mChannels were axons, which is consistent with previous observations
[120]. The SEM image (figure 3.3 (c-f)) also shows large amounts of tissue threaded into
the mChannel. Interestingly, the density of tissue near the channel entrance (figure 3.3
(d)) is much greater than it is in the middle of the mChannel (figure 3.3 (e, f)).
3.4.2 Overview of Experimental Results
The neural activity of the 110 cultures was recorded, with spike amplitudes ranging
from 0.10±0.02 to 8.5±0.2 mV, L-SNR ranging from 6.2±0.8 to 428±9 and M-SNR
ranging from 5.3±1.1 to 141±11 (figure 3.4). The number of units per channel was
determined by spike sorting and ranged between 1 and 9, with an average of 2 units
per channel. No negative leading spikes were observed, suggesting that all the spikes
originated inside the soma well outside the mChannel; this is consistent with the fact
that the somata were usually located more than 60 mm from the channel entrances
(average 116 mm, N = 6, SD = 50 mm).
3.4.3 Spontaneous Seal
Figure 3.3 (c-f) shows a large amount of cell tissue (e.g., neurites, glia, etc.) threaded
into the mChannel. Due to the high resistivity of the cell membrane which is abundant
in tissue, the tissue clogging the mChannel can form a high-resistance seal (spontaneous
seal), similar to the loose seal in loose patch experiments. The paired t-test on ρ̄pre and
ρ̄post showed a significant (p < 0.001) increase of resistivity inside mChannels with all
kinds of cross sections and channel lengths, indicating that the spontaneous seal does
exist.
To quantify the magnitude of the spontaneous seal, the increase (ρ̄clog) in the overall
resistivity of the mChannels at 10-14 DIV was measured and plotted (figure 3.5). The
values of ρ̄clog are averagely 1.6 times the culture-medium resistivity (ρ̄pre). The cross-
section area of the mChannel (Ac) did not affect ρ̄clog (figure 3.5 (d)). There is also
no clear dependence of ρ̄clog on the mChannel length (Lc), when Lc is shorter than
200 mm (figure 3.5 (c)). The correlation analysis confirmed this observation: p > 0.05
for Ac or 1/Ac vs. ρ̄clog; p > 0.8 for Lc or 1/Lc vs. ρ̄clog. This means that there is
neither proportional nor inverse-proportional correlation between Ac or Lc and ρ̄clog inmChannels shorter than 200 mm. Stepwise linear regression further confirmed this result,
as no geometry parameters can be included inside the model (table 3.2).
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Figure 3.4. Raw data traces without any digital filtering from μChannels with various
cross-sectional geometries. In each panel (a-d), sub-panel 1 shows a 1-minute signal trace;
sub-panel 2 is the detail view of a 15-seconds trace taken from sub-panel 1. A short fragment
(between blue dashed lines) with low density spikes is magnified in sub-panel 3; and another
short fragment (between orange dashed lines) with high density spikes is magnified in
sub-panel 4. The asterisks identify spikes from the unit with the largest amplitude. (a) A
1-μm-high, 5-μm-wide μChannel yielding a signal with a median SNR of 52 for all units
(M-SNR), and SNR = 95±4 for the unit with the largest amplitude (L-SNR). (b) A
1-μm-high, 6-μm-wide μChannel yielding a signal with M-SNR = 96 and L-SNR = 185±10.
(c) A 2-μm-high, 6-μm-wide μChannel yielding a signal with M-SNR = 80 and L-SNR =
428±9. This μChannel yielded the largest amplitude of all the μChannels. (d) A 3.7-μm-high,
25-μm-wide μChannel yielding a signal with M-SNR = 23 and L-SNR = 24±2. Large numbers
of axons in wide channels result in recordings with large numbers of units, occasionally
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Figure 3.5. (a) Dependence of the clog resistivity (ρclog) on the channel length (Lc). All
channels have the same cross-sectional geometry (3.7 μm × 25 μm). The line is the linear
regression of the ρclog vs. 1/ Lc. (b) Step distribution of the ρclog along the channel (upper
panel) can result in inversely proportional dependence of the measured ρclog on Lc. (c) the
ρclog of μChannels with an Ac between 2 and 100 μm
2 is plotted against Lc (Lc ≤ 200 μm).
(d) the ρclog is plotted against Ac. The μChannel heights are identified by different marker
shapes. (e) the ρclog is plotted against the number of units per channel for selected μChannels
(Lc ≤ 200 μm, Ac ≤ 12 μm2). (f) The ρclog is plotted against μChannel widths. The
μChannel heights are identified by different marker shapes.
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Table 3.2: Stepwise linear regression of the clog resistivity functiona.
Response: ρ̄clog
Potential Predictive Terms: Lc, Ac, Height (H), Width (W )
Initial Terms included: none
Final Terms included: none
Term Coefficientb Std. Errc Statusd p-value
Lc -0.205 0.348 OUT 0.442
Ac -0.183 0.078 OUT 0.029
H 0.438 0.211 OUT 0.037
W 0.141 0.084 OUT 0.116
aln(ρ̄clog) = β0 + βi × ln(Xi) + ǫ, ∈ [Lc, Ac,H,W ].
bCoefficient is the estimated βi.
cStd. Err is the standard error of corresponding coefficient.
dOUT/IN means a term is excluded/included into the model.
However, interestingly, there is a significant decrease in ρ̄clog with increasing Lc in
longer mChannels (200 mm ∼ 3 mm, figure 3.5 (a)). The declining trends can be modelled
by formula (3.1) (p < 0.001):
ρ̄clog = ρ̄post − ρ̄pre =
323 ± 25MΩ · µm2
Lc
+ 0.155 ± 0.1MΩ · µm2 (3.1)
The average ρ̄clog in shorter mChannels (< 200 mm) is about 2-fold larger than in
longer ones (200-400 mm). This indicates that the spontaneous seal was concentrated
within 200 mm of the mChannel entrance; consistent with the negative dependence of
the tissue density on the distance from the mChannel entrance (figure 3.3 (d-f)).
ρclog(x) =
{
ρ1, 0 ≤ x < Lclog
ρ2, Lclog ≤ x < LµChan
(3.2)
If the model of the increase (ρclog) of the resistivity inside the mChannel due to the spon-
taneous seal is distributed as a step function (figure 3.5 (b) upper panel, formula (3.2)),
then the overall clog resistivity measured (ρ̄clog) is actually an average ρclog over the en-














ρ1, 0 ≤ Lx < Lclog
(ρ1 − ρ2)× Lclog
Lx
+ ρ2, Lx ≥ Lclog
(3.3)
If Lx > Lclog, it shares the same form as formula (3.1), which fits the experimental
data well. If Lx < Lclog, it does not depend on Lx, which is also suggested by the
experimental data (figure 3.5 (c)). This suggests that our simplified model can already
explain most of the data, although the actual distribution of ρclog may be much more
complicated than the step function. Therefore, we use this step function to model the
spontaneous seal in our numerical simulations described in the following sections.
The ρ̄post in short mChannels (Lc < 200 mm) is averagely 3.4 times the ρ̄pre. In most
cases (65 out of 71), the ρ̄clog is more than twice as large as the ρ̄pre. This means that,
after cell culture, the effective cross-section area typically shrinks down to less than half
of the geometric area of the mChannel cross-section. For a channel cross-section area of
12 mm2 and a typical axon diameter of 0.2 mm to 0.5 mm [125–127] (A < 0.2 mm2), it
can be estimated that at least 12 axons should thread the channel to achieve this effect.
However, from mChannels with a cross-section larger than or equal to 12 mm2, only
up to a maximum of 7 units per mChannel were recorded. The correlation analysis also
shows there is no clear correlation between clog resistivity and number of units per
channel (p > 0.7). In mChannels with channel width larger than or equal to 20 mm2,
the recorded signal usually contained many bursts (heavily overlapped spikes), some
spike units may not be distinguishable. Thus there may be an underestimation of the
axon number in mChannels with large cross-sections. (≥ 20 mm2). Hence we limited the
correlation test on selected mChannels with Ac ≤ 12 mm2. Figure 3.5 (e) shows there is
no clear correlation between clog resistivity and number of units per channel (p > 0.7)
either. These results are suggestive of a role of the glia in clog resistance as axons alone
can not account for this resistivity increase.
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3.4.4 Impact of the Channel Length (Lc) on Spike Amplitudes
To understand the dependence of spike amplitudes on Lc, a series of numerical sim-
ulations with constant Ac (92.5 mm2) and varying Lc (30-3000 mm) were performed.
Interestingly, the dependence is not monotonic (figure 3.6 (a) orange traces). The sim-
ulation shows spike amplitude increases with increasing Lc while Lc is shorter than
200 mm. As Lc increases from 200 mm to 3000 mm however, the simulation predicts a
decrease in spike amplitudes.



























































1 µm x 6 µm
Figure 3.6. (a) The impact of the channel length (Lc) of μChannels (3.7-μm-high,
25-μm-wide) on measured spike amplitude (circles with error bars) of the highest unit
obtained after spike sorting for each μChannel. The median amplitude (blue line) of every 250
μm bin of Lc and the regression result (dashed line) are compared with the simulation results
(orange). The simulation results (orange) are obtained by varying Lc from 30 μm to 3100 μm,
while maintaining the cross-sectional area constant (Ac = 92.5 μm
2). Amplitudes decrease
with decreasing axon diameter from 0.5 μm (orange dash) to 0.125 μm (orange dot). (b) The
impact of the Ac (2-100 μm
2) on spike amplitude (circles with error bars) of the highest unit
obtained after spike sorting for each μChannel. Lc values range from 60 μm to 178 μm. The
median amplitude (blue line) for each Ac and the multiple linear regression result (black
dashed line) are compared with the simulation results (orange). The simulation results are
obtained by varying Ac from 2 μm to 100 μm
2, while maintaining Lc (130 μm). (Inset) Spikes
from a μChannel (1 μm × 6 μm) sorted into 3 units (red, purple and orange) aligned with the
positive peaks. The spike amplitude of the highest unit (red unit in the inset) from this
μChannel is plotted as a circle (arrowed).
To verify the simulation results, we experimentally investigated the relationship be-
tween Lc and the spike amplitude of the largest unit from each mChannel (figure 3.6
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(a)). Data from 51 mChannels (Lc: 40 - 3050 mm, cross section: 3.7 mm × 25 mm) show
a decreasing trend similar to the simulation. The correlation analysis also confirmed
that spike amplitudes are significantly correlated (Rc = 0.29, p < 0.05) to 1/Lc, i.e., the
spike amplitudes are inversely-proportional to Lc. The relationship can be formulated






+ 0.15 ± 0.07mV (3.4)
However, the increasing trend in the range of Lc = 0-200 mm cannot be observed in
end-to-end experiments, because of the relatively large spread of data. This large spread
could result from a lack of control over other important parameters, e.g., the diameter
of the axons, ion-channel densities, length of axons inside the mChannel, etc. Three
series of simulations with different axon diameters demonstrated that the maximum
spike amplitudes can vary from 0.1 mV (0.125-mm diameter, dashed orange trace) to
1.3 mV (0.5-mm diameter, dotted orange trace).
In contrast to end-to-end experiments, intrachannel recordings of the same mChannel
show an increasing trend of amplitudes in the first 200 mm, similar to the simulation
results. This is because of obtaining data from the same population of axons by intra-
channel electrodes can minimize the deviation introduced by parameters other than the
channel length (figure 3.7 (a, b)). All the spikes from a single unit show the same trend:
spikes recorded from the 2nd electrode (129 mm) always have the largest amplitude
and closer to or further from the entrance of the soma well, there is always amplitude
attenuation. The simulation result (figure 3.7 (d)) shows a similar trend.
Figure 3.7 (c) shows the development of extracellular electrical currents inside themChannel during the simulation of an AP propagating through the mChannel. At certain
moments after the AP propagating into the mChannel, e.g., 1.4 ms in figure 3.7 (c), the
directions of longitudinal extracellular currents are opposite at the positions of the
different intrachannel electrodes. This phase cancelling effect (PCE) may be partially
responsible for the non-monotonic dependence of amplitudes on the Lc (see discussion).
3.4.5 Impact of the Channel Cross Section on Spike Amplitude
To understand the dependence of the spike amplitudes on the cross-sectional area
(Ac), a series of numerical simulations with different Ac (2-100 mm2) and constant Lc
(130 mm) were performed. As expected, the signal amplitudes monotonically decreased
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Figure 3.7. (a) The dependence of the spike amplitudes on the position of MEA electrodes.
Data were obtained via intrachannel recording from a 1-μm-high, 20-μm-wide and 1-mm-long
μChannel. The inset shows a single unaveraged spike recorded by different electrodes. Colour
indicates the distance away from the μChannel entrance closest to the soma well. (b) The
dependence of the averaged spike waveform (n = 239) on the electrode distance to the
entrance of the channel, from 22 μm (red trace) to 1092 μm (pink trace). The electrode at 129
μm from the entrance recorded the waveform with the biggest amplitude (orange trace, star
marked). (c-d) Simulation results of the compartment model with 1-mm-long, 1 μm × 20 μm
μChannel. (c) The extracellular current waveform at different places inside the μChannel,
from 22 μm (red trace) to 1092 μm (pink trace) from the entrance. At 1.4 ms the current at
236 μm (light green trace) reaches the maximum value, while the currents closer to the
entrance (red (22 μm) and orange (129 μm), traces arrowed) have already become negative.
(d) Action potential waveforms at different places inside the μChannel show the same
variation pattern as the experimental data shown in (b).
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Table 3.3: Stepwise linear regression result of the spike amplitude functiona.
Response: Spike Amplitudes
Potential Predictive Terms: Lc, Ac, ρ̄post
Initial Terms included: none
Step 1, added Term 2, p=5.67241 × 10−5
Step 2, added Term 3, p=0.0283412
Final Terms included: 2, 3
Term Coefficientb Std. Errc Statusd p-value
Lc -0.407 0.399 OUT 0.313
Ac -0.459 0.093 IN 0.000
ρ̄post 0.281 0.125 IN 0.028
aln(Amplituide) = β0 + βi × ln(Xi) + ǫ, ∈ [Lc, Ac, ρ̄post].
bCoefficient is the estimated βi.
cStd. Err is the standard error of corresponding coefficient.
dOUT/IN means a term is excluded/included into the model.
with increasing Ac (figure 3.6 (b) orange traces). If we assume a constant extra-cellular
current, then a smaller Ac results in a larger extra-cellular resistance of the mChannel,
which can lead to a larger potential drop along the mChannel.
The scatter plot of actual amplitudes vs. Ac from 66 end-to-end experiments (Lc = 60-178 mm,
Mean: 125 mm, SD: 24 mm, figure 6 (b)) shows a similar decreasing trend, thus con-
firming that mChannels with smaller Ac can yield larger amplitudes. The correlation
analysis shows that there is no significant correlation between Lc and spike amplitudes
(Rc = -0.2, p > 0.1) or between 1/Lc and spike amplitudes (Rc = 0.2, p > 0.1). How-
ever, 1/Ac is significantly positively correlated to amplitudes (Rc = 0.5, p < 0.001)
while ρ̄post does not show any significant correlation with amplitudes, due to the strong
interference of Ac. After cancelling the effect of Ac by multiplying the amplitudes by
Ac, ρ̄post does show positive correlation (Rc = 0.3, p < 0.04). Stepwise linear regression
(table 3.3) further confirmed this result: Lc cannot be included in the statistic model;
whereas, Ac (p < 0.001) and ρ̄post (p < 0.03) do have significant impacts on the model.
The relationship can be expressed as:





3. BIOPHYSICS OF MICROCHANNEL-ENABLED
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The paired t-test was applied to amplitudes from different aspect ratios but the same
Ac. The aspect ratio does not show any significant effect on amplitudes (p > 0.35)
either.
Small cross sections also dramatically reduce the number of units which are recorded
from, i.e. reducing the chance of recording heavily overlapped units (figure 3.4). This
facilitates data analysis in comparison to the large cross-section (3.7 mm × 25 mm)
version.






































Figure 3.8. (a-b) The dependence of the noise standard deviation (RMS noise) on Ac (a)





Lc (b). (c-d) The median signal-to-noise ratio (M-SNR) as a function of Ac (c) and
Lc (d). Please see methods section for details.
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The thermal noise level from a resistive channel should correlate to the square root
of its overall resistance, which is a function of Lc and Ac: R =
ρ · Lc
Ac
. Figure 3.8 (a, b)
shows that RMS noise level is inversely proportional to
√
Ac and proportional to
√
Lc.
The correlation analysis also confirmed this result: Rc = 0.28, p < 0.02 for
√
1/Ac;
Rc = 0.46, p < 0.001 for
√
1/Lc. As mentioned before, spike amplitudes increase while
Lc or Ac decreases. Therefore, the SNR increases with decreasing Ac (figure 3.8 (c)) and
decreasing Lc (figure 3.8 (d)). The correlation analysis also confirmed this result: SNR
showed significant positive correlation to
√
1/Lc (Rc = 0.45, p < 0.001) and
√
1/Ac
(Rc = 0.32, p < 0.01).
The mChannels with smaller cross sections (Ac ≤ 12 mm2, N = 36) may have average
M-SNR values (65±35) that are significantly larger (p < 0.005) than the M-SNR values
(40±26) of larger cross section mChannels (Ac > 12 mm2, N = 29). The SNR of the
largest units (L-SNR) from the small cross section group is 18±4 - 428±9, with a mean
value of 101±76, which is comparable to the maximum SNR obtained from CNT coated
electrodes (∼135 [54]) and from Si-NWFET (∼210 [55] and ∼120 [56]), comparing to
the typical SNR (5 - 40) of traditional MEAs [46, 47].
3.5 Discussion and conclusions
In an alternative approach to neuron-interfacing we have demonstrated that axons
spontaneously threading mChannels support stable recordings with excellent SNRs. In-
deed, when an AP propagates along a neurite inside the mChannel, part of the outward
trans membrane currents are forced to flow via the resistive extracellular path in themChannel (see figure 3.2). These currents generate a recordable electrical potential dif-
ference along the mChannel whose SNR we anticipated can be optimised by informed
design of the mChannel geometry.
The reduction of the intrachannel volume available for current flow due to threading
neurites, glia and debris accumulation can amplify this signal by raising the extra-
cellular resistivity in the mChannel. A smaller Ac also increases the resistance per unit
length, thereby increasing the amplitude of the signal.
In mChannels shorter than 200 mm, increasing Lc yielded larger spike amplitudes
due to an increase in overall resistance. However, when in the case of long channels,
(Lc > 200 mm), the opposite result is observed in both simulations and experiments.
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There are 2 mechanisms which can lead to this result:
1) Low-pass filtering effect. The high resistance of the mChannel combined with
stray capacitance acts like a first-order low-pass filter and attenuates high-frequency
(ω = 1/(R · C)) signal amplitudes, i.e., positive peaks of AP. The longer the channel,
the higher the resistance, the lower the cut-off frequency, the smaller the amplitude.
This hypothesis is consistent with the clear increase in spike widths at electrodes further




































Figure 3.9. The phase cancelling effect and the low pass filtering effect due to stray
capacitance. Simulation results are obtained by varying the channel length (Lc) from 30 μm
to 3100 μm, while maintaining the cross-sectional area constant (Ac = 92.5 μm
2). After the
spike amplitude reaches a maximum value at the transition length (Lc=200 μm for
0.25-μm-diameter axon or Lc=300 μm for 0.5-μm-diameter axon), the spike amplitude
decreases (dashed and dotted line) with increasing Lc, when there is a stray capacitance of 10
pF, due to the low pass filtering effect. Even without any stray capacitance (solid and
dash-dotted traces), the spike amplitude cannot continue to increase beyond 200-300 μm, due
to the phase cancelling effect.
2) Phase cancelling effect (PCE). Numerical simulations (figure 3.9) demonstrate that
even without any stray capacitance, the signal amplitude cannot increase continuously
beyond the transition length (∼200 mm for an axon with a 0.25-mm diameter; ∼300 mm
for an axon with a 0.5-mm diameter). This indicates that the phase cancelling effect
(PCE) does play an important role in restricting signal amplitudes.
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As the AP propagates along the axon with finite speed (0.3-10 m/s, [128, 129]), at
any given moment different membrane patches at different positions along the axon
are at different stages of the AP. As a result, after AP propagating into the mChannel
(figure 3.11 (d, f) time point 4) an active axon in the channel simultaneously produces
extracellular currents of opposite longitudinal directions at different positions (figure 3.7
(c)).
Because the measured end-to-end voltage is the integral of the electric field along
the entire extension of the channel, same-direction currents will contribute construc-
tively, whereas, opposite currents will summate destructively, thus preventing the spike
amplitude from increasing monotonically along the channel.
In detail, the PCE sets in once the mChannel is longer than the positive-phase spread-
ing length (L1/L2 in figure 3.11 (c, e)) of the longitudinal extracellular current; PCE
therefore depends on mChannel length and conduction velocity of axons (CV). For a
given mChannel, the faster the AP propagates along the axon, the wider the positive
phase can spread along the axon (figure 3.10 (e, f) and 3.11 (e, f)), therefore the smaller
the PCE. Thus axons with higher conduction velocity, e.g., axons with larger diameters
or axons of DRG neurons, have longer transition lengths (figure 3.9).
To obtain the best SNR, signal amplitude and frequency response, a mChannel should
be around 50 - 200 mm long, with a cross section of less than 12 mm2. Such mChannels
yielded signal amplitudes as large as 2 mV on average and up to 8.6 mV at maximum,
resulting in an L-SNR as high as 101 on average. The channel height should be around
1 mm; lower channels (< 0.5 mm) will prevent most large neurites from growing into
them.
In addition, compensating stray capacitance and input capacitance, by a positive
feedback circuit as in patch-clamp amplifiers, is going to improve spike amplitudes, too.
Though the improvement is still limited by the phase-cancelling effect, the compensating
strategy can be extremely useful in certain circumstances where shortening mChannel
length is not an option or not easy to achieve.
Moreover, due to the low-pass filtering effect, long channels distort the AP shape.
Short channels with higher cut-off frequencies are definitely better for AP shape analysis,
especially for fast ionic currents.
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Figure 3.10. The phase-cancelling part I. (a) The transmembrane current (Icm) of the
membrane patch at the channel entrance. (b) The recorded signal waveform (Vrec). (c, d)
illustrate the phase-cancelling effect (PCE) on axons with low conduction velocity (CV). (e, f)
illustrate the PCE on axons with higher CV. During AP propagation, the Icm (black arrows,
the bigger the black arrow, the stronger the current) varies with time and position. When the
AP starts to enter the μChannel, Icm of the membrane patch at the channel entrance will first
flow inwardly (positive in (a)), due to Na channel opening, then flow outwardly (negative in
(a)) due to K channel opening. At time point 1 (c, e), Icm starts to cause a leftward
longitudinal extracellular current (Iex, grey arrows), which leads to a positive voltage (Vrec)
on the recording electrode (b). The more Na channels open, the stronger the inward Icm
becomes, the stronger the Iex, the higher the Vrec. At time point 2 (d, f), the inward Icm at
the channel entrance reaches its maximum value (a), and the Na channels inside the μChannel
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Figure 3.11. The phase-cancelling part II. At time point 3 (c, e), the Icm outside the
μChannel starts to flow outwardly and the negative-phase of Iex enters the μChannel. Thus,
Iex can not increase further, resulting in Vrec reaching its positive peak (b). At time point 4
(d, f), the Icm at channel entrance starts to flow outwardly (a). Thus the negative phase of
Iex becomes stronger and reaches deeper into the μChannel, resulting in Vrec dropping. L1
and L2 represent how far the positive phase of Iex can spread inside the μChannel (L2 > L1
as the Icm distribution is wider for high-CV axons). At time point 3, the extracellular
resistors outside this range do not contribute to the Vrec generation due to lack of longitudinal
extracellular current. Hence, a μChannel longer than L1 for low-CV axons or L2 for high-CV
axons will not increase the signal amplitude, but μChannels shorter than L1 or L2 will reduce
it.
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The spontaneously sealed mChannel may also act as a fluid/chemical barrier to facil-
itate pharmacological study in different neuronal compartments. For example, in our
simple device, the target compound can be applied either to the compartment on the
soma side or to the distal axon compartment. Because the recorded signal waveform
should depend on the ionic-current distribution of both compartments, we should be
able to study the distribution of ion-channel types or effects of target chemical com-
pounds on different sub-cellular compartments.
Further, we shall also investigate the possibility of using mChannel arrays to record
neuronal-network multi-site activity at high SNRs to support network studies.
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Chapter 4 Microchannel enhanced electrophysiology platfor m
for functional ion-channel profiling on axon com-
partment
4.1 Abstract
We have previously described that the use of microchannels as substrate-integrated
equivalents of micropipettes is a potentially high-throughput, low-cost alternative to
conventional multi-electrode arrays with a moderate-to-low complexity of use. By study-
ing the biophysics of the signal generation inside microchannels, we established the im-
pact of microchannel shape on signal amplitude and SNR. We also demonstrate that
optimized microchannels yield spike sizes in the millivolt range with relatively high SNR
(∼101). In this chapter, we continue to explore the biophysics behind the signal gen-
eration to reveal the dependence of recorded electrical signals on biology criteria of the
neuron (such as ion-channel distribution, ion-channel types and axon diameters). By
experimental data and numerical simulation, we demonstrate that the recorded signals
are only affected by the membrane patches located inside the microchannel or within
∼100 mm to the microchannel entrances. This renders it a promising technique for high-
throughput automatic ion channel screening at subcellular level. This subcellular ion
channel profile can provide important information about demyelination disorders such
as multiple sclerosis, and even learning/memory disorders.
4.2 Introduction
Ion channels are large family of pore-forming proteins which regulate the ion currents
across the plasma membrane. Thus they are indispensable to maintain membrane poten-
tial of neurons and key elements of neuronal information processing. Their subcellular
localization is an important determinant of the spiking pattern and the computational
role of the neuron [130]. The subcellular clustering of ion channels is also necessary for
correctly transmitting action potential (AP). Hence there are a substantial number of
neuropathies caused by ion-channel disorders.
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Most known channelopathies are due to missense or nonfunctional mutations of ion
channel structures. However, there are also some neuropathies are mainly manifested
as abnormal distribution of normal ion channels. For example, multiple sclerosis (MS),
a chronic and progressive inflammatory neurodegenerative disease of the central ner-
vous system, for which no cure exists. Its neurological symptoms are mainly attributed
to several ectopic distribution of ion channels after the demyelination: up-regulation,
in the demyelinated area on axons, of Na+ [131], K+ [132, 133], Ca++ [134] channels,
etc. Therefore, researchers are labouring to find target ion channel subtypes and develop
corresponding chemical compounds as subtype-specific channel blockade. Recently, sev-
eral fast-delayed-rectifier-potassium-channel blockers, such as 4-Aminopyridine (4-AP)
and 3,4-Diaminopyridine (3,4-DAP) are tested in patients [135]. Conceivably, a high-
throughput ion-channel profiling tool for obtaining the ion-current type and density on
the axon compartment can speed up these studies.
Also, in basic neuroscience research, there is increased attention on subcellular dis-
tribution of ion channels. Besides the great variety of genes responsible for ion channel
expression, the variability in the subcellular localization of ion channels is considered as
one of the important factors to expand the neuronal diversity [136, 137]. The nonuni-
form distribution of potassium channel in dendrites has already been proved to play
a vital role in dendritic computation [138]. Traditionally, axon is only regarded as an
information conveyor between soma and presynaptic compartments of synapses. In this
view, the information processing is only happened in soma, synapses and dendritic ar-
bours. Recently, new emerging evidence imply axons can also perform a computation
role in information processing of the neuronal circuits [139, 140].
There are many evidences imply the variances of ion channel profile on axon com-
partments may also modulate presynaptic AP frequency and waveform in axons and
terminals. Different ion channel profiles can facilitate produce or cease AP reflection in
axons which may enhance the synaptic transmission [141]. The AP can also be gated di-
rectly in axon compartments during transmission [142–144]. Cumulative inactivation of
potassium channel mediates activity-dependent spike broadening which can contribute
to control of glutamatergic synapse efficacy by prolongation of the presynaptic voltage
waveform [145].
More recent evidence indicates the AP is rather analog than digital in the role of
modulating transmitter release [146, 147]. A detailed study on layer 5 pyramidal neurons
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[148], implied that high density of Kv1 on axon can shorten the duration of cortical
axonal APs. This can lead to an increase of the fidelity of axonal AP propagation
during high-frequency AP firing. More important, varying the Kv1 channel profile can
modulate transmitter release. Hence the ion channels and their distribution are regarded
as important players in the plasticity of neural circuits.
Moreover, many studies also show that during development and ageing, there is a
clear variation of ion channel types and density on subcellular compartments of neurons
in CNS [149–153]. This variability may be one of the probable mechanisms by which
neurons may gain plasticity required for learning processes. The time-dependent varia-
tion of ion-channel profile during development may link to the regulatory mechanisms
of synaptogenesis and synaptic activity [149, 154].
Therefore, the data revealing the ion channel profile on subcellular compartments
and its time dependence are considered to have serious impact on developing ion-
channelopathy therapies, and understanding learning processes and memory formation.
Many researchers already focus on profiling ion channel distribution in CA1, CA3, DRG
or other CNS regions by immunohistology, in situ hybridization, RT-PCR, etc.[149, 151–
153, 155].
Although electrophysiology study specified on axonal membrane can provide more
intuitive information about the ion-channel density and functionality, due to difficulty
of forming gigaseal on axons with relative small diameters of many cell types, the elec-
trophysiological data are very rare [139, 148, 155–157]. Therefore, improved direct
electrophysiological recording methods on axon compartments are demanding for yield-
ing new insights into the axons, APs and related mechanisms in learning and memory
processing [139].
Because the AP waveforms and related ion currents can have large difference between
the soma and the axon [142, 148], methods only recording APs from the soma or those
methods which cannot identify the position where the APs are recorded are not suitable.
Usually, as an alternative to patch clamp, suction electrode recording is applied on axons
to study the ion-current. Briefly, an axon end was drawn into a glass capillary electrode
with a constricted orifice. The AP in the axon causes a current leaked from glass
electrode to the bath which is recordable by the patch-clamp amplifier [150]. However
it is still a labouring manual technique lack of high-throughput potential.
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Automated patch clamp methods, recently developed for suspended cell lines, such
as PatchXpress (Molecular Devices, Inc.), Ionworks population patch clamp (Molecu-
lar Devices, Inc.), and Qpatch (Sophion Bioscience, Inc.), can facilitate understanding
mechanisms of the pathology of mutated ion-channels, and enables fast ion screening
drug discovery. But it is difficult to apply them to the neuronal culture or to a specific
neuronal subcellular compartment. The MEA based techniques are good for monitoring
the cultured neuronal networks. But the spike waveforms depend on many criteria, such
as the distance from electrodes to signal sources [158], and the signal source location
relative to the soma [60, 61]. The complexity of the signal waveform, companying with
the low signal to noise ratio (SNR), make it difficult to identify the origin subcellular
compartment of a spike unit.
Alternatively, an optimized micro-channel resembling suction electrode can provide
stable AP waveforms with relatively high mean SNR (101±76, chapter 3), even com-
parable to the maximum SNR obtained with CNT-coated electrodes (∼135 [54]) or
Si-NWFET (∼210 [55], and ∼120 [56]). To avoid manually suck the axon into glass
pipette, in our technique, the axons spontaneously threaded into the micro-channel,
causing a high resistive spontaneous seal (chapter 3). The micro-channels are inte-
grated into the substrate to provide mechanical stability superior to the hanging glass
pipettes. In this paper, we studied the signal waveform related to the biological criteria
of recorded neurons and also demonstrate the potential applications of micro-channel




The polymer microchannel devices were fabricated via previously established proce-
dures (chapter 3). Briefly, a 5-mm-thick slab of PDMS was cured onto the master,
peeled off, and punched to form two culture wells (6 mm in diameter).
The MEAs were also fabricated according to the previously described method (chap-
ter 3). A 100-nm-thick ITO layer on the glass substrate was etched to form 40-mm-wide
electrodes with 60-mm separation. Before culturing, the MEA was cleaned using oxy-
gen plasma for 15 mins in a PDC-002 plasma oven (Harrick Scientific) to enhance
hydrophilicity.
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4.3.2 Cell culture and electrophysiology
Dissociated cultures of mouse hippocampus neurons were prepared as described pre-
viously (chapter 3). In all pharmacology experiments the polystyrene dishes were used
as culturing substrate. For obtaining conduction velocity the SiO2 surface of the MEA
acted as the substrate.
Pharmacology experiment I:
To study the effect of applying channel blockade in different compartments, electro-
physiology recordings were conducted in a humidified incubator (37◦C, 5% CO2) at
14 DIV with an Aleria 600A amplifier (Aleria Biodevices) at modified gain (×240).
For each device, a control state was recorded with both well filled with Neurobasal
(NB) (Invitrogen). Then 4-Aminopyridine (4-AP) (Sigma) was applied to soma-well or
distal-well with a final concentration about 0.3 mM.
Pharmacology experiment II:
To obtain the dosage response curve, electrophysiology recordings were conducted
with a normal Aleria 600A amplifier (Aleria Biodevices). The culture wells were super-
fused with the culture medium preheated to 37◦C. After obtaining the control state,
the soma-well was superfused with culture medium containing various concentrations
of 4-AP. For each concentration, the recording lasted at least 10 mins.
MEA experiments:
To obtain the conduction velocity of axons, several cultures on MEAs were recorded in
a dry incubator as described previously (chapter 3). The data were analyzed according
to previously described procedures (chapter 3) to detect and sort the spikes.
4.3.3 Numerical simulation of compartment models
Models were written in M script language and computed using MATLAB. By default,
a neuron model consists of a 100-mm-long dendrite with a diameter of 1 mm, a 20-mm-long
soma with a diameter of 20 mm, a 10-mm-long axon initial segments with a diameter of 2mm, a 1000-mm-long unmyelinated axon with a diameter of 0.25 mm and a 150-mm-long
microchannel with a cross-section area (Ac) of 10 mm2. The soma is placed ∼400 mm
from the microchannel entrance.
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Table 4.1: Hodgkin - Huxley model parameters I
Passive components




2.55Ω ·m; Lx ≤ 200µm
1.04Ω ·m; Lx > 200µm
Intracellular
resistivity










Voltage-dependent Na+ channel gNa = θNa · ḡNa ·m
3
· h
Fast delayed rectifier K+ channel gF = θF · ḡF · n
4
· l
Slow delayed rectifier K+ channel gS = θS · ḡS · a
2
· (b1 + b2)/2
Na+ Nernst potential ENa = 66.5mV K
+ Nernst potential EK = −85.7mV
a The m, h, n, l, a, b1, b2 are the ion-channel kinetic parameters in pyramidal neurons
(adapted from [151, 159, 160]). θ is the fraction of unblocked ion-channels. For
example, θNa = 1 means there is no blocker for the voltage-dependent Na
+ channels;
θF = 0 means all fast delayed rectifier K
+ channels are blocked.
To simulate the effect of 4-AP on the recorded signal (Vrec), two populations of
voltage-dependent ion channels, a fast delayed rectifier gF and a slow delayed rectifier
gS were used in this chapter instead of one mixed potassium conductance in the previous
chapter. The kinetics of gF (table 4.1, 4.2) were modelled as the 4-AP sensitive current
in pyramidal neurons [151, 160]. The kinetics of gF (table 4.2) were modelled as
the 4-AP insensitive current in pyramidal neurons [151, 160]. The kinetics of voltage-
dependent sodium conductance gNa (table 4.2) were modelled as the voltage-dependent
sodium channel in pyramidal neurons [159].
An additional rate factor (θ) for each active conductance at each compartment was
used to mimic the blockade effect (table 4.1). For example, θF = 0.5 means 50% of the
fast delayed rectifier K+ channels are blocked.
To mimic the dosage effect of the blockade, the hill equation were used to relate the









θ is the fraction of unoccupied sites, i.e. functional ion channels
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[L] is the free ligand concentration, i.e. the concentration of the blockade
Kd is the apparent dissociation constant
KA is the blockade concentration blocking 50% of targeted ion channels, i.e. the IC50
value.
n is the Hill coefficient.
In the model of this chapter, 4-AP only affects θF , with a Kd of 0.08 mM, a n of 1
[161].
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n τn(V ) = 0.34 + 0.92e
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a The m, h, n, l, a, b1, b2 are the ion-channel kinetic parameters in pyramidal neurons
(adapted from [151, 159, 160]).
4.3.4 The advection and diffusion analysis
To characterize the transport of chemical compounds, applied in the soma-well or
distal-well, in microchannel devices, 0.1 mM Lucifer yellow CH dipotassium salt (LY)
(Fluka) was applied to one of the two wells in our devices. The fluorescence intensity
is recorded by a CCD camera (DP72; Olympus) mounted on a Nikon E600 microscope.
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The camera is controlled by Metamorph software package. The data is then analyzed
by MATLAB.
To study the flow speed and diffusion pattern in microchannel devices without any
cell culture, the variations of fluorescence intensity under 3 different conditions were
carried out for each channel (inset of figure 4.8 (b)):
EXPa. ∼200 mL of NB was maintained in the left well, then ∼100 mL 0.1 mM LY was
added into empty right well. Thus the left well has higher liquid level than the right
well.
EXPb. ∼100 mL of NB was sucked out from left well, at the same time another 100 mL
0.1 mM LY was added into right well. Thus the right well has higher liquid level than
the left well.
EXPc. After the LY completely filled up the microchannel, the liquid level was reversed
again.
For devices containing the cell culture, only EXPa and EXPb was performed.
For each site of a microchannel, a background fluorescence image was captured when
the channel is filled up with Neurobasal culture medium as the negative control. After
all experiments is finished. A fluorescence image was captured when the channel is filled
up with 0.1 mM LY as the positive control. For all experiments, the camera parameters
and optical filter sets were remained unchanged. For each fluorescence image, a phase
contrast image was also captured to facilitate the image registration (image alignment
and image stitching). The geometries of microchannels involved in these experiments
were: 1-mm × 25-mm × 3.7-mm and 1-mm × 50-mm × 3.7-mm.
During data analyses, the mean intensity of negative control is regard as 0% and
the mean intensity of positive control is regard as 100%. At least 10 landmarks were
extracted via SIFT method with the VLFeat library for all the phase-contrast images
of each device. Then the transform matrices were generated from the landmarks, which
were used to register fluorescence images for each device. A Hough-transform based
algorithm was used for automated microchannel recognition and image cropping.
The cell tissue inside microchannel forming local low-intensity regions, for example,
the arrowed black spots in figure 4.1, can lead to underestimating the fluorescence in-
tensity. To avoid the interference of the cell tissue, a mask was generated for each













Figure 4.1. The example of masks for intensity analysis. Upper panel: The fluorescence
images of a same channel obtained at different time after applying LY in to the right well. The
cell tissue inside microchannel formed local low-intensity regions, e.g. the arrowed black spots,
which may lead to underestimating the fluorescence concentration. To avoid this, a mask was
generated for each fluorescence images to exclude the low intensity regions (the lower panel).
was applied to the fluorescence images to binarize them into masks (figure 4.1). Fig-
ure 4.1 shows that the mask can be stably generated, despite of the large variance of
the intensities. The median intensities of 10-pixel-wide bins were used to represent the
spatial distribution of fluorescence intensity along the microchannel longitudinal axis.
4.3.5 The finite-element-method (FEM) simulation of the diffusion pattern
To understand the diffusion pattern inside microchannel devices, a series of numeri-
cal simulation were performed in the COMSOL multiphysics simulation package. The
device is modelled in 2 dimensions with the transient diffusion analysis module. Each
device contained two 1-mm-wide, 3-mm-high rectangular wells, and a microchannel in
between (figure 4.2). The diffusion coefficient was set to 1.37 × 10−9 m2/s, which is
the diffusion coefficient of 4-AP in water at 37◦C. The initial concentration in the well,
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which the 4-AP was applied to, was set to 1 mM; the initial concentration in the mi-
crochannel and the other well was set to 0 mM. After the simulation the results were



















Figure 4.2. The geometry and initial value of FEM models. Each device contained two
1-mm-wide, 3-mm-high rectangular wells, and a microchannel in between. The diffusion
coefficient was set to 1.37× 10−9 m2/s. The concentration in the left well was set to 1 mM.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 The impact of the soma location, axon length, axon diameter, and
ion-channel distribution on the signal waveform
Simulation results (figure 4.3) show that the bigger the axon diameter or the higher
the ion-channel density, the larger the recorded signal amplitude will be. The signal is
proportional to the amplitude of extracellular current inside the microchannel (chap-
ter 3), which is the integration of all transmembrane current inside a microchannel.
The axon with smaller ion-channel density will lead to smaller transmembrane current
density, which means smaller transmembrane current. The axon with smaller diam-
eter has smaller membrane area, thus provide less transmembrane current, although
the transmembrane current density is the same. Hence, the smaller axon diameter or
smaller ion-channel density can result in smaller amplitude.
In the culture, the soma of the neuron projecting axon into the microchannel can be
several millimetres away from the channel entrance. To understand the dependence of
signal waveforms on the distance (Dsc) from the soma to the proximal entrance (the
microchannel entrance in soma-well), a series of numerical simulation with different
channel position but constant channel geometry and neuronal criteria were performed.
Figure 4.4 (a) shows the positive, negative and peak-to-peak amplitudes, and the signal
width maintained the same, while Dsc is smaller than 0.7 mm. All the amplitudes
decrease with increasing Dsc beyond ∼0.7 mm. In this range, the signal width also
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is the maximum 
conductance density of 
each ion channel of the 
axon in the current model.
is the maximum conductance 
density of each ion channel of 
the axon in the standard 
model.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3. (a) The impact of the axon diameter on the recorded signal amplitudes, i.e.
positive peak (black solid line), negative peak (grey solid line). In the numerical simulation,
the bigger the diameter the larger the absolute value of peak values. (b) The dependence of
recorded signal amplitudes on the ion-channel densities, with a constant proportion of the
ion-channels.
decreased with increasing Dsc. However, the axon can not go through the microchannel,
while Dsc larger than 0.85 mm. This suggests that the amplitudes rather depend on the
length of axons inside the microchannel than the location of the soma.
In our devices, the axons can sprout several millimetres into the soma-well. If the cul-
tures are at different ages or the neurons meet different extracellular matrix or different
cellular signals during development in vitro, the axon lengths can have large variance.
Severe dependence of the signal waveform on the axon length, which is difficult to de-
termine experimentally, will impair the feasibility of using the device for ion-current
screening. As expected, Figure 4.5 (a) shows the amplitudes do not depend on axon
length longer than 0.4 mm. The axon shorter than 0.26 mm did not go through mi-
crochannel. This suggests the amplitudes do not depend on the axon length either.
Both simulation results suggest that: as long as the axon goes through the entire mi-
crochannel there is no dependence of signal waveform on distance from the microchannel
to soma, or the length of the axon. But there is a decreasing trend of the signal ampli-
tude, once the length of axon inside the microchannel (Lin) is smaller than the length of
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Figure 4.4. The impact of the simulated signal waveform on the soma location. The signal
magnitude does not show clear dependence on the distance (Dsc) from proximal entrance (the
microchannel entrance in soma-well) to the soma, when varying Dsc from 0.15 mm to 0.7 mm.
After the Dsc increasing beyond 0.7 mm, the signal magnitude starts to decrease with the Dsc
increasing. After the Dsc increasing beyond ∼0.85 mm, where the axon terminal starts to
enter the microchannel, the signal magnitude decreased quickly with the Dsc increasing.
microchannel. This might imply that the signal is mainly generated by the transmem-
brane current of the axon compartments inside the microchannel. Hence, the amount of
the membrane outside the microchannel does not affect the signal shape; the ion-channel
profile or AP shape outside the microchannel does not affect the signal shape either.
Reducing the length of the axon compartment inside the microchannel however leads to
reduce the magnitude of the transmembrane current inside channel, which responsible
for signal generation. Thus the signal amplitude decreases while the Lin decreasing.
Interestingly, the decreasing does not happened exactly at the point where the axon
terminal starts to enter the microchannel (Figure 4.4 (a) and 4.5 (a)), but at the point
where there is still ∼100 mm axon inside the distal-well. This is consistent with the




= 123µm). The length constant determines
how far a point source on plasma membrane can affect the cross-membrane potential
(Vcm) nearby: V (x) = Vmax(e
−x/λ). If the Vcm at the compartment where the point
source is inserted is V0, the Vcm at the compartment λ away from the point source is
about 0.37×Vcm. Therefore, the axon compartments outside the microchannel do affect
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Figure 4.5. The impact of the simulated signal waveform on the axon length. The signal
magnitude does not show clear dependence on the axon length, when varying axon length
from ∼0.4 mm to 1 mm. The signal magnitude started to decrease with reducing the length of
axons shorter than ∼0.4 mm. When the axon shorter than ∼0.26 mm, the length of the axon
inside the microchannel (Lin) started to decrease. The signal magnitude decreased quickly
with the Lin decreasing.
the signal generation but the influence fades off exponentially while the distance from
the compartment to channel entrance increases.
To further test this hypothesis, a band of compartments containing less fast-delayed-
rectifier ion-channels (the ḡF is set to 1% of normal ḡF ) were inserted at different
positions in the model. Conceivably, due to this different ion-channel profile, the AP
shape and transmembrane current density at these compartments are different from the
normal axon compartments. If the low-IF band located inside microchannel or nearby,
the signal will vary accordingly.
Figure 4.6 shows that the simulation result is consistent with this hypothesis. The
signal shape starts to vary when the low-IF band is located at ∼100 mm to channel
entrance, and the effect became much stronger when the band is located inside the
microchannel (figure 4.6, the circle and square in (a), black and grey solid-line in (b)).
Interestingly, the band near to soma-well (figure 4.6, the square marker in (a), the
dashed line in (b)) and the band near to distal-well (figure 4.6, the upward triangle
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marker in (a), the dotted line in (b)) have reversed impact on signal shape: the ampli-
tude of negative peak was decreased by the band near to soma-well but increased by
the band near to distal-well. If the band located near to the centre of the microchan-
nel, the two effects seem cancel each other (figure 4.6, the diamond marker in (a), the
dash-dotted line in (b)).



























































































































Figure 4.6. The dependence of the simulated signal waveform on the location of low-IF
bands (50-μm-long, is 1% of the normal axonal ḡF , the fast-delayed-rectifier ion-channel
density is 1% of that in the normal axon). (a) The impact of the low-IF band location on
signal positive peak value (the solid curve) and negative peak value (the dashed curve). (b)
The waveform shape of the signal obtained when low-IF band centre located at different
places: in soma-well far away from the channel entrance (the cross marker in (a), the solid line
in (b)), at the proximal entrance of the microchannel (the square marker in (a), the dashed
line in (b)), inside the microchannel (the diamond marker in (a), the dash-dotted line in (b)),
at the distal entrance of the microchannel (the upward triangle marker in (a), the dotted line
in (b)), and inside the distal-well ∼0.2 mm away from the right entrance (the downward
triangle marker in (a), the grey solid line in (b)).
Inserted low-INa compartments affect the signal waveform at the similar position,
but has reversed impact on signal waveform (figure 4.7). The low-INa band near to
soma-well largely decreased the positive peak and slightly increased the negative peak.
The band near to distal-well shrunk the negative peak.
These simulation results imply: 1. Only the membrane inside the microchannel or
within ∼100 mm to channel entrances affect signal waveform; 2. The variation of ion-
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Figure 4.7. The dependence of the simulated signal waveform on the location of low-INa
bands (50-μm-long, is 1% of the normal axonal ḡNa, the voltage-dependent ion-channel density
is 1% of that in the normal axon). (a) The impact of the low-INa band location on signal
positive peak value (the solid curve) and negative peak value (the dashed curve). (b) The
waveform shape of the signal obtained when low-INa band centre located at different places:
in soma-well far away from the proximal entrance (the cross marker in (a), the solid line in
(b)), in soma-well near to the proximal entrance (the square marker in (a), the dashed line in
(b)), near to the centre of the microchannel (the diamond marker in (a), the dash-dotted line
in (b)), inside microchannel near to the distal entrance (the upward triangle marker in (a),
the dotted line in (b)), inside the distal-well ∼20 μm away from the distal entrance (the
downward triangle marker in (a), the grey dashed line in (b)), and inside the distal-well ∼150
μm away from the distal entrance (the circle marker in (a), the grey solid line in (b)).
current distributions in this detectable region can be represented as variation of the
waveform of the recorded signals.
4.4.2 Transport of chemical compounds inside the microchannel
In last section, numerical simulation suggests using ion-channel blocker to modify the
ion-current distribution in detectable region may change the signal waveforms. How-
ever, the influence on signal waveforms may depends on the spatial distribution of the
blocker (figure 4.6 and 4.7). The diffusion and fluid flow inside microchannel may
affect the blocker concentration inside microchannel or even in the wells. Hence, in
this section, we study the mass transfer inside the microchannel by experiments and
numerical simulation.
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Right entrance, LY in right well























































Figure 4.8. The microflow inside microchannels without any cell culture. For each device,
there were 3 experiments in series. First, we applied LY in right well but maintained the
liquid level the half of that in the left well (EXPa in inset of (b)). Then we increased LY’s
liquid level and decreased the liquid level of the culture medium (NB) to the half of the LY’s
(EXPb). At last, we reversed the liquid level again (EXPc). (a) 1 hour after EXPa, there is
no detectable fluorescence intensity change in the entire channel. But after the LY’s liquid
level is higher than NB’s, the fluorescence intensity increased ∼3% per second. The
fluorescence images showed the final intensities at the both channel ends are similar. (b) The
time dependence of the fluorescence intensity in the middle of the channel.
To characterize the flow speed inside microchannel, the fluorescence change due to
the flow inside microchannel has been monitored and analyzed. A water-soluble fluo-
rophore, Lucifer yellow (LY), was applied to one of the two wells in our devices. The
flow, if there is any, would convey the LY through microchannel into another well. The
fluorescence intensity is proportional to the fluorophore concentration, at low concentra-
tions as we used (0.1 mM). Therefore, there is a variation of the fluorescence intensity,
before the flow front completely goes through microchannel. In present work, the mean
fluorescence intensity of negative control is regarded as 0% and the mean fluorescence
intensity of positive control is regarded as 100% (see methods section for details). The
variations of fluorescence intensity under 3 different conditions were carried out for each
channel (illustrated in the inset of figure 4.8 (b)):
EXPa. ∼200 mL of NB was maintained in the left well, then ∼100 mL 0.1 mM LY was
added into empty right well. Thus the left well has higher liquid level than the right
well.
EXPb. ∼100 mL of NB was sucked out from left well, at the same time another 100 mL
0.1 mM LY was added into right well. Thus the right well has higher liquid level than
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the left well.































































































Soma Side Axon Side
Figure 4.9. The diffusion of LY in microchannel with cell culture in left well at 14DIV. 0.1
mM LY was applied in right well. (a) The fluorescence intensity in a 50-μm-wide, 3.7-μm-high,
1-mm-long microchannel within 0.45 mm of the left entrance. 10 mins after EXPa, there was
no detectable fluorescence intensity. 1 hour after EXPa , the fluorescence intensity was still
low. 10 mins after EXPb, the intensity was still below 20%, although there was visible
intensity gradient. The mean intensity of every 10-μm-wide bin at each time points were
plotted as thicker lines in panel (c). (b) The fluorescence intensity in the same microchannel
within 0.45 mm of the right entrance. 10 mins after EXPa, there was already visible
fluorescence gradient. The mean intensity of every 10-μm-wide bin at each time points were
plotted as thicker lines in panel (d). (c-d) The spatial distribution of mean intensity along the
longitudinal axis of microchannels at 3 time points: 10 mins after EXPa (solid line), 1 hour
after EXPa (dashed line), and 10 mins after EXPb (dotted line). There are 3 channels in
total. The distributions in the channel of panel (a-b) were plotted as thicker lines.
In EXPa the pressure is higher in left channel entrance, then there should be a flow
from left to right, the LY cannot be transported into microchannel. In EXPb due to
reversing the pressure, the flow from right to left can transport LY into the microchannel.
In EXPc, the flow from left to right should clear the LY from microchannels.
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First, we performed this test on devices without any cell culture (figure 4.8). As
expected, in EXPa there is no detectable fluorescence intensity inside microchannel
other than the background autofluorescence of NB (figure 4.8 (a)). In EXPb, the
fluorescence intensity increased 3% - 4% per second before reaching maximum value.
In EXPc, the fluorescence intensity decreased 4% - 5% per second before reaching the
autofluorescence level (figure 4.8 (b)).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)



























































































Figure 4.10. The diffusion of LY in microchannel with cell culture in right well at 14DIV.
0.1 mM LY was applied in right well. (a) The fluorescence intensity in a 25-μm-wide,
3.7-μm-high, 1-mm-long microchannel within 0.41 mm of the left entrance. 10 mins after
EXPa, there was no detectable fluorescence intensity. 1 hour after EXPa, the fluorescence
intensity was still low. 10 mins after EXPb, the intensity was still below 10%, although there
is visible intensity gradient. The mean intensity of every 10-μm-wide bin at each time points
were plotted as thicker lines in panel (c). (b) The fluorescence intensity in the same
microchannel within 0.45 mm of the right entrance. 10 mins after EXPa, there was already
visible fluorescence gradient. The mean intensity of every 10-μm-wide bin at each time points
were plotted as thicker lines in panel (d). (c-d) The spatial distribution of mean intensity
along the longitudinal axis of microchannels at 3 time points: 10 mins after EXPa (solid line),
1 hour after EXPa (dashed line), and 10 mins after EXPb (dotted line). There are 2 channels
in total. The distributions in the channel of panel (a-b) were plotted as thicker lines.
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Then, we performed this test on devices with cell cultures (figure 4.9 and figure 4.10).
Interestingly, the result is very different from that of empty devices. In EXPa, although
there is a positive pressure gradient from left to right, the fluorescence intensity still
increased slowly inside microchannel. Usually, the intensity stopped increasing after
10-30 mins and maintained the similar value after 1 hour, although the intensity on the
left side of microchannels is still at autofluorescence level. In EXPb, the fluorescence
intensity increased much slower than in empty devices: after 10 mins the fluorescence
intensity on the left entrance was still below 0.1; in contrast, the intensity on the left
entrance always reached 1 within 1 min in empty devices.
This implies the spontaneous seal of microchannel not only increase the electrical
resistance but also the fluid resistance. The flow speed inside sealed microchannel is
so slow that the diffusion becomes the dominated mechanism of the mass transfer,
which is not affected by the pressure gradient. The volume (100 mL range) and the
cross-section area (square millimetre range) of 6-mm-diameter and 5-mm-high wells are
much larger than the volume (< 0.2 nL) and cross-section area (< 200 mm2) of the
microchannel. Hence, the concentration at each end of microchannel can be roughly




















C(x, 0) = 0, x > 0
C(0, t) = C0
C(L, t) = 0




C(x, t) is the longitudinal distribution of chemical compound concentration inside the
microchannel. D is the diffusion coefficient.
The steady-state concentration decreases linearly from C0 at the right entrance to 0
the left channel entrance, which is consistent with the fluorescence-intensity distribution
in EXPa with cell cultures, at 1 hour after adding LY. The diffusion coefficient of LY is
about 1.4×10-10 m2/s at 25◦C, theoretically, it will take ∼30 mins to reach the steady
state when L = 1 mm, which is also consistent with the result of EXPa with cell cultures.
The potassium-channel blocker (4-AP) used in this paper has a much larger diffusion
coefficient of 1.37×10-9 m2/s at 37◦C. It can reach the steady-state much faster (in
several minutes) than LY in the microchannel with the same length.
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To further investigate the diffusion behaviour of the potassium-channel blocker (4-
AP) used in this paper, a series of 2D FEM simulation were performed. The cell
tissue can reduce the effective cross-section area (AE) of a microchannel by clogging it
(spontaneous seal). Then a partially clogged microchannel can be modelled as a thin
channel with smaller cross-section (AE) concatenated with thicker channel with normal
cross-section(A0). Assuming that only the gap between cell tissue, filled with culture
medium, acts like electrical path and diffusion path, then the ratio of AE to A0 can be







, which is around 0.15 to 0.5 (chapter 3).
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Figure 4.11. The FEM simulated concentration distribution of 4-AP in microchannel
devices at 1 hour after EXPa. The wells were cropped to fit into the figure. The sealed
channels were modelled as channel segments 5 times smaller in width than unsealed segments.
The concentration in the well near to channel entrance varied along the time. The
concentration in the well which the 4-AP applied is larger than 90%, the concentration in
another well is smaller than 10%. The distributions are different between partially clogged
channels and fully clogged channels. In partially clogged channels, the distributions are also
different between applying 4-AP in distal-well and in soma-well.
The full clogged channel is actually degenerated into a simple channel with constant
cross-section AE, which should have the same dynamic behaviour as the unclogged chan-
nel. In the partially clogged model however, the mass transfer in big segment limited
by the segment with smaller cross-section. This can lead to very different concentration
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distribution. (figure 4.11)
Figure 4.12 (a) shows, the concentration reaches steady-state within 20 seconds, in
channel shorter than 300 mm. The longer the channel the longer the time it needs to
reach the steady-state.
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Add 4-AP in soma-well
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.12. The time dependence of the concentration distribution in microchannels. (a-b)
The concentration distribution in fully clogged microchannels. The time required to reach the
maximum concentration depends on the channel length (a). After ∼10 seconds, the
concentration distribution reached steady state, which is a linear distribution (b). (c-d) The
concentration distribution in partially clogged microchannels. The steady states of the spatial
distributions are segmented lines. Applying 4-AP in axon-well resulted in a higher
concentration inside the microchannel than applying it in soma-well.
Figure 4.12 (b) shows the final concentration has linear distribution in full-clogged or
unclogged channel. As expected, the partial clogged channel has different concentration
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distribution: a segmented-linear distribution (figure 4.12 (c-d)). Interestingly, adding
4-AP in clogged side (figure 4.12 (c)) and in unclogged side (figure 4.12 (d)) also result
in different distributions.
Previously, we found the spontaneous seal usually do not extend more than 200 mm
into the microchannel. Thus, to describe the concentration distribution in the mi-
crochannel shorter than 200 mm, we use the full-sealed/unsealed model:
C4−AP (x) = C0 × 0.95 − 0.9 xL . C4−AP is the longitudinal distribution of 4-AP concen-
tration; C0 is the 4-AP concentration in the culture well; L is the microchannel length;
x is the distance from interested position to the microchannel entrance located inside
the well which the 4-AP is applied to.
4.4.3 Impact of 4-AP on signal waveform
Results of previous compartment simulations imply there is reversed influence on
signal waveform of the low-IF band near to soma-well and near to distal-well. The
spontaneous seal can block the fluid flow inside microchannel, acting like a chemical
barrier. Hence, adding 4-AP in soma-well may mainly block the IF in soma-well and
shrink the negative peak; adding 4-AP in distal-well may magnify the negative peak.
Having C4−AP spatial distribution model allows us to simulate this situation. Fig-
ure 4.13 shows the result consistent with the hypothesis, the negative peak gradually
disappeared while C4−AP increasing in soma-well, but it increased while C4−AP in-
creasing in distal-well. Interestingly, when C4−AP is high in soma-well, the simulation
predicted that the secondary peak, the negative peak in normal condition, may become
positive (figure 4.13 (a)).
To further verify this hypothesis, 4-AP with final concentration of 0.3 mM is applied
to real devices with neuronal culture at 14 DIV. The results (figure 4.14) are highly
consistent with simulations. 5 mins after applying 4-AP in distal-well, all the spike
units developed larger negative peaks than control condition as expected (figure 4.14
(a-e)). Applying 4-AP in soma-well results in generating a secondary positive peak,
which is even more significant than the simulation (figure 4.14 (f)).
Figure 4.15 shows the time dependence of the signal waveform after applying 4-AP
in soma-well. The signal waveforms do not have any clear variation after 120 seconds,
which imply that the C4−AP reaches steady state within 120 s. This is much longer
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4-AP applied in soma-well 4-AP applied in distal-well
Figure 4.13. Simulated 4-AP effect on the signal waveform. (a) The simulation predicted
that 4-AP applied in soma-well may eliminate the negative peak. The higher the
concentration the stronger the effect will be. Interestingly, a 4-AP concentration higher than
0.1 mM may induce a secondary positive peak. (b) 4-AP applied in distal-well may enlarge
the negative peak.
than the amount of the time which simulated diffusion process needs to reach steady-
state concentration. It might due to the much more complicate diffusion condition in
reality. The 4-AP might need more time to diffuse through the glial carpet to reach
the axon membrane. To make sure that C4−AP always reaches steady-state at the axon
membrane, All data in flowing sections were obtained at least 5 mins after applying
4-AP into culture.
4.4.4 The dosage response of signal waveform on C4−AP
In ion channel screening, the dosage response of ion currents on different chemical
compounds is important for distinguishing the ion-channel subtypes or determining the
specificity of a blockade. We plotted (data not shown) several criteria (negative peak
value, peak-to-peak value, the ratio of negative to positive peak value, and the area)
of the waveform against the C4−AP and find out the area of the waveform is the most









, where A is the integration of recorded signal waveform
over time; A0 is the A when no blockade is applied to the culture; Ac is the A when
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Figure 4.14. The 4-AP affected the signal waveforms recorded from hippocampal cultures.
(a-e) All units recorded by a 1-μm-high, 3-μm-wide, 178-μm-long microchannel, before (grey)
and 5 mins after (black) applying 0.3 mM 4-AP in its distal-well. (f) The only unit recorded
by a 2-μm-high, 4-μm-wide, 115-μm-long microchannel, before (grey) and 5 mins after (black)
applying 0.3 mM 4-AP in its soma-well.
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Figure 4.15. The time dependence of the 4-AP effect on the signal waveform recorded by the
2-μm-high, 4-μm-wide, 115-μm-long microchannel. 4-AP was applied into the soma-well. The
block effect increased along the time and reached the maximum value after ∼120 s. (b-d) The
signal waveforms at 7 different time points (markers in (a)). There was a clear development of
the secondary positive peak along the time, from 10 s to 90 s after applying 4-AP. The signal
waveform did not show clear variation from 130 s to 290 s after applying 4-AP.
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the blockade concentration is c; AcMax is the A when the blockade concentration is the


















































































Figure 4.16. The simulated dosage response of 4 virtual blockades, which had different
apparent dissociation constant (Kd). The variation of the integration of the signal waveform
(A) was used as the criterion to calculate the block effect (y). Then the y was used to
estimate the Hill equation parameter Kd (n = 1). (a) The blockades were applied in
soma-well. (b) The blockades were applied in distal-well.
Then, the blocking effect is fitted to Hill equation: y = c
n
cn−Kd to determine the Kd,
where c is the blockade concentration; y is the blocking effect. Figure 4.16 shows the
simulated results provide a Kd of 0.017 mM for virtual blockade-1 (Kd = 0.02 mM), a
Kd of 0.091 for virtual 4-AP (Kd = 0.08 mM), a Kd of 0.24 mM for virtual blockade-2
(Kd = 0.2 mM) and a Kd of 1.1 mM for virtual blocade-3 (Kd = 0.8 mM). Although
there is a systematic error of Kd, the result may already good enough for the fast
screening.
An IC50 around 0.03 mM (goodness of fit: R2 = 0.94) were obtained from the
experimental data with 4-AP in soma-well (figure 4.17), which is in the range of reported
IC50 of 4-AP-sensitive ion current (0.024-0.1 mM) [161, 162].
4.4.5 Determining the conduction velocity of axon
Conduction velocity (CV) is useful for studying axon development and demyelina-





























Figure 4.17. The dosage response of 4-AP on signal waveforms. 4-AP were applied in
soma-well. The insets show the typical signal waveforms.
rons. MEA combined with microchannel can record extracellular signal from multiple
sites along the axons. Intuitively, the delay of positive peak of each extracellular wave-
form may represent the delay of AP at each recording site.
However, the intrachannel signal is actually related to the integration of the trans-
membrane current inside the microchannel. Thus the delay of positive peaks of ex-
tracellular waveforms is going to highly overestimated the CV (figure 4.18 (a)). The
numerical simulation shows delay of longitudinal-extracellular-current waveform (LEC)
is tightly correlated to the AP propagation (figure 4.18 (b)). The normalized LEC shape




. ∆V (t)i is the differential voltage between (i − 1)th and
ith electrodes (∆V (t)i = V (t)i − V (t)i−1).
Figure 4.19 (b, d) shows the normalized LEC waveforms of all units (2 units in total)
obtained from a 10-mm-wide, 2-mm-high and 1-mm-long microchannel. The CV was
estimated via dividing offsets between electrodes by the delays of Ii. The mean CVs of
these two units were 306 mm/s and 309 mm/s. From 3 different MEAs we obtained
an average CV of 0.3509 m/s (0.2-0.5 m/s, N = 10, STD = 0.1) which is close to the
reported CV of pyramidal axons in hippocampal slice (0.3-0.4 m/s from [129]).
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Figure 4.18. (a) The simulation result shows that the delay of cross-membrane action
potential (AP) and the delay of the recorded signal waveform by intra-channel electrodes are
quite different. (b) The delay of the differential-signal (Ii) waveform between electrodes was

















































































Figure 4.19. (a, c) The recorded signal waveforms by micro-electrodes of a MEA inside a
2-μm-high, 10-μm-wide, 1-mm-long microchannel. In total, two units were identified (unit 1/2
and unit 2/2). (b, d) The differential-signal (Ii) between electrodes. The conduction velocity
(∼0.3 mm/s) was estimated via dividing offsets between electrodes by the delays of Ii.
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4.5 Discussion and conclusions
The present study provides a detailed investigation of the dependence of the signal
waveform recorded in microchannel on biological criteria of cultured neurons. These
data reveal that the distance from soma to microchannel entrance and axon length do
not affect the signal waveform as long as the length of the axon segment in distal-well are
longer than (100 mm), if the axon diameter and ion channel profile are constants. The ion
channel profile of the compartments far away (> 100 mm) from the microchannel does not
affect the signal waveform either. The signal waveform in our devices strongly depends
only on the biological criteria of the axon compartments inside the microchannel. The
axon segments outside the microchannel but located within 100 mm of microchannel
entrance can also affect the signal waveform.
This result suggests that the ion channel profiles obtained in our devices are rather
exclusively of axon compartments than mixed with somata or dendrites. The present
study also investigates the chemical compound transfer inside microchannel. These data
imply the cell tissue will spontaneously seal up the microchannel leading to block the
microflow inside the microchannel. It allows researchers applying chemical compounds
exclusively at axon compartments. Finally, we demonstrated a way to obtain the dosage
response curve of 4-AP sensitive current and a way to determine the conduction velocity
of axons.
4.5.1 Origin of the Vrec
During AP propagation, the transmembrane current (Icm, the black arrows, the bigger
the black arrow, the stronger the current) varied along the time and position. When
the AP propagates into the microchannel, Icm of the membrane patch at the channel
entrance will first flow inwardly (positive in figure 4.20 (b) figure 4.21 (c)) due to voltage-
dependent sodium channel (Nav) opening. After Na+ channel inactivation, Icm will flow
outwardly (negative in figure 4.20(b), figure 4.21 (a)) due to inward K+ currents.
At time point 1 (figure 4.20 solid black line), the Icm starts to cause a leftward
longitudinal extracellular current (Iex, figure 4.20 (c), grey arrows in figure 4.21), which
leads to a positive voltage (Vrec) on the recording electrode (figure 4.20 (a) figure 4.21
(b)). The more Na+ channels opened, the stronger the inward Icm will become, the
stronger the Iex, the higher the Vrec.
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Figure 4.20. The origin of the signal waveform I. The spatial distribution of transmembrane
current (Icm, inward is positive), longitudinal extracellular current (Iex, leftward is positive),
the conductance densities of voltage-dependent sodium channels (gNa), fast-delayed-rectifier
potassium channels (gF ), and slow-delayed-rectifier potassium channels (gS), at 6 different
time points. Vertical dashed line marked the right entrance. Vertical dotted line marked the
left entrance.
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At time point 2 (figure 4.20 black dashed line, figure 4.21 (c)), the inward Icm at the
channel entrance reaches its maximum value, and the Na+ channels inside microchannel
near to the channel entrance also start to open, leading to stronger Iex.
At time point 3 (figure 4.20 black dash-dotted line, figure 4.21 (d)), due to the fast-
delayed-rectifier channel (KF ) opening, as well as the Nav inactivation, the Icm outside
the microchannel, near to the proximal entrance starts to flow outwardly, resulting in
negative-phase of Iex entering the microchannel. Thus, Iex can not increase further,






































































































































































Figure 4.21. The origin of the signal waveform II. This scheme illustrated the relationship
among the transmembrane current (Icm, vertical black arrows), the extracellular current (Iex,
horizontal grey arrows) and the recorded signal waveform Vrec.
At time point 4 (figure 4.20 black dotted line, figure 4.21 (e)), due to voltage-
dependent potassium channels (Kvs) at the compartments located in proximal (left)
arm of microchannel fully opening, the Icm at proximal (left) arm of microchannel flows
outwardly. Thus the negative phase of Iex completely cancels out the positive phase of
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Iex, resulting in Vrec dropping to zero. As time goes by, more Kvs and less Navs open
inside microchannel, producing a negative Vrec at the recording electrode.
At time point 5 (figure 4.20 grey dashed line, figure 4.21 (f)), due to the activation of
most Kvs at the compartments located in distal (right) arm of microchannel, the Icm
at all the compartments inside microchannel flows outwardly. The membrane potential
located at proximal (left) entrance almost return to the resting potential. This largely
reduces the potassium driven potential eliminating the outward Icm at the proximal
(left) entrance, although 80% of KF channel remains opening. Therefore the absolute
value of Iex cannot increase further, causing a negative peak of Vrec.
At time point 6 (figure 4.20 gray solid line), most of the K+ channels entering in-
activation state reduces the outward Icm and then reduces the absolute value of Vrec.
Hence the positive peak of Vrec is resulted from the Nav activation, the negative peak
of Vrec is resulted from the Kv activation.
4.5.2 The differential effects of applying channel blocker at different com-
partments
Applying 4-AP in soma-well can eliminate the negative peak of Vrec which caused
by the K+ outflow. Interestingly applying 4-AP in distal-well results in reversed ef-
fect: enlarging the negative peak. Figure 4.22 shows the difference of simulated spatial
distribution of ion channel conductances (gNa, gF , gS), transmembrane currents (Icm)
and longitudinal extracellular current (Iex) between normal condition, applying 4-AP
in soma-well and applying 4-AP in distal-well.
After applying 4-AP in the distal-well (dash-dotted line in figure 4.22; figure 4.23 (a-
e)), most of the K+ channels inside microchannel and distal-well were blocked. Thus,
at time point B (figure 4.22 (f), figure 4.23 (d)), most of the compartments inside the
microchannel or near to the proximal (left) entrance still remain a very high membrane
potential, attributed to the prolonged inward ion current caused by blocking KF chan-
nels. However, the compartments near to the proximal entrance has a normal density
of functional KF channels (figure 4.22). This results in a enlarged and prolonged K
+
outflow at the compartments in soma-well near to the proximal entrance, which results
in enlarged and prolonged rightward Iex and the enlarged negative peak of Vrec.
On contrarily, there is no outward current at the proximal entrance (left entrance)
when AP propagating through microchannel, after applying 4-AP inside the soma-
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Figure 4.22. The origin of the signal-waveform variation caused by 4-AP I. The spatial
distribution of transmembrane current (Icm, inward is positive), longitudinal extracellular
current (Iex, leftward is positive), fast-delayed-rectifier potassium channels (gF ), at 3 different
time points. The values of each parameter from 3 different conditions were compared: normal
model without 4-AP, applying 4-AP in soma-well (dashed line), and applying 4-AP in
distal-well (dash-dotted line). Vertical dashed line marked the distal entrance (left entrance).
Vertical dotted line marked the proximal entrance (left entrance).
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well (dashed line in figure 4.22; figure 4.23 (l-p)). The inactivation of Na+ channels
can reduce the Vrec to zero, but cannot form the normal negative peak. The normal
Vrec density of functional KF channels at the compartments near to the distal (right)
entrance allows a big outward Icm near to the distal entrance, causing a leftward Iex.
The leftward Iex leads to a positive voltage on recording electrodes. At time point C,
this leftward Iex reaches its maximum value, forming a 2
nd positive peak.
4.5.3 On how the device distinguishes signals from different neurons
The signal is generated by the transmembrane current of the axon compartments
inside the microchannel and within ∼100 mm of the channel entrances (the exact range
depends on the conduction velocity of axons (CV)). Hence the soma distance to the
channel entrance will not affect the signal waveform. There are several intrinsic criteria
of axons do have significant impact on the signal waveform: the axon diameter, the
axonal ion channel profile (ion-channel types, the proportion of the ion channels, the
density of the ion channels) and myelination.
When the ion-channel profile is exactly the same, the transmembrane current density
is constant in axons with different diameters. Then the transmembrane current strength
is proportional to the membrane area per length of the axon. Thus, the bigger the axon
diameter, the larger the membrane area per length, the higher the transmemebrane
current strength, the larger the amplitudes.
The inward transmembrane current also depends on the voltage-dependent sodium
channel density at axon: the higher the density, the larger the transmembrane current
will be. Thus the higher the density of voltage-dependent sodium channels, the larger
the positive signal amplitudes. Due to the similar reason, the negative signal amplitudes
will depend on the potassium channel density.
The time course of signal waveform depends on the activation, inactivation kinetics
of the ion channels, because the time course of transmembrane currents depends on
them. The voltage-dependent potassium channel is responsible for the repolarization of
the membrane. Therefore, the spatial distribution of the density and the proportion of
different types of potassium channels also affect the time course of the signal waveform.
The less the fast-delayed-rectifier ion channels, the wider the signal waveforms.
Hence, as long as the axon diameter or the axonal ion-channel profile is different,






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.23. The origin of the signal-waveform variation caused by 4-AP II. This scheme illustrated the relationship among the
transmembrane current (Icm, vertical black arrows), the extracellular current (Iex, horizontal grey arrows) and the recorded signal
waveform Vrec under 3 different situations: no 4-AP at all (f-k), applying 4-AP in distal-well (a-e) and applying 4-AP in soma-well (l-p)
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possible that some axons have similar axon diameters and ion-channel profiles which
might generate similar signal waveforms, which cannot be distinguished like this. If
there are two axons generate similar signal waveforms inside a microchannel, one would
expect some overlapping of the similar spike units occasionally, especially during a
burst activity. Because the minimum delay between the spikes propagated in different
axons would not limited by the refractory period. However, we never observed such a
phenomenon. This implies that, in most cases, the difference of the intrinsic criteria of
axons in our experiments is big enough to generate distinguishable signal waveforms.
4.5.4 Proportion of a special ion current in total ion current
During the development [149, 151–153, 155] or due to pathological change of axons
[131–134], there is a variation of the proportion of the axonal ion-channel types. The
learning process may also require adjustment of this proportion [139, 148]. Hence it
may provide important data in those research fields by monitoring the variation of the
proportion of different ion currents in development model or memory formation model
in vitro.
In our device, the less the density of an ion channel, the less effect of its blockade on
the signal waveform. In extreme case, if there is no targeted ion channel in the axon
compartments inside the microchannel, the signal waveform will remain the same after
the blockade applying to the culture. Thus the variance of the signal waveform after
applying the blockade can indicate the proportion of the target ion channel.
Figure 4.3 shows that there is a dependence of fast delayed-rectifier channel density
and the variance of intergeneration of signal waveforms. If there is any chemical or
physical stimulation can vary the proportion of the ion channels on axons in microchan-
nels, we should be able to monitor a variation of the signal waveform and a change on
the block effect of ion-channel blockades.
After the variance being normalized to the positive peaks, difference caused by the
axon diameter can be reduced (figure 4.24). Thus comparing the ion current proportion
between different axons or different neuron types is also possible.
4.5.5 Dosage response curve
The dosage response curve is important for the drug discovery, because it indicates the
specificity and the efficiency of a potential therapeutic compound. The dosage response
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Figure 4.24. The dependence of simulated waveform variance induced by 5 mM 4-AP on the
ratio of fast-delayed-rectifier channel (KF ) density (ḡF ) to voltage-dependent sodium channel
density (ḡNa). The dependence is a monotonic increasing function: the more the KF the
larger the variance. There is a small difference between the variance of waveforms obtained
from the 0.25-μm-diameter axons and the 0.5-μm-diameter axons. (a) The 4-AP is applied
into axon-well only. (b) The 4-AP is applied into soma-well only.
curve of known blockade can also facilitate to identify the type of ion channels in the
axon membrane.
Due to lack of control on membrane potential, the response curve of the Vrec is far
more complicate than voltage-clamp recording. For example, when the IF gets blocked,
the raising of membrane potential is much faster than normal condition, resulting in
earlier inactivation of the voltage dependent sodium channel. Thus the total INa is
smaller than normal condition. Due to the voltage potential drop more slowly, the total
IK is bigger than normal condition. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain the absolute gF
in our device by comparing the signal waveforms before and after applying 4-AP.
Hence, the Kd obtained by analyzing spike waveform variation may be difficult to
compare with the Kd obtained by patch-clamp recording. For primary fast screening,
the accuracy is already enough to determine which compound has smaller Kd than
known compound or to tell whether the compound has enough specificity (figure 4.16).
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However, there is a non-linear correlation between the block effect calculated from the
variation of spike waveform and the theoretical block effect (figure 4.25), which reduces
the accuracy of estimated Kd.























































Figure 4.25. The nonlinear relationship between the block effects estimated from the
waveform variance and the expected theoretical block effects of the 4 virtual blockades. The
relationship is a monotonic increasing function. The simulation results show that the function
does not affected by the Kds of the virtual blockades. There is a difference between the
functions for the blockade in the axon-well (a) and in the soma-well (b).
Luckily, the relationship is monotonic. Hence mapping the spike waveform variation to
the normal block effect of knowing compound may improve the accuracy of determining
the Kd of an unknown compound. The variance of this relationship caused by axon
diameters is also small. Figure 4.26 shows that the Kd-estimation accuracy of the model
with 0.5-mm-diameter axons were improved by using the mapping function obtained in
the model with 0.25-mm-diameter axons (figure 4.25).
4.5.6 Applying chemical compounds to different compartments
Another advantage of our device is allowing applying chemical compounds in different
compartments. The chemical compounds affecting the ion-channel gating mechanisms,
are usually excitatory or inhibitory to the network activity also. For example, the 4-AP
will increase the firing rate of the whole network if applied to soma-well, i.e. increase
the spike density during the burst activity. Combine with the widening effect on the
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Figure 4.26. Correct the dosage response curves by mapping the estimated block effect to
the theoretical block effect of the known blockade (4-AP). In this figure, the axon diameters of
all the models are 0.5 μm. The block-effect-mapping function is obtained by spline-fitting of
the data showed in the figure 4.25, which modelled with 0.25-μm-diameter axons. (a-b) The
simulated dosage response curves of 4 different virtual blockades. (c-d). The simulated dosage
response curves of 4 different virtual blockades after mapping the estimated block effect to the
theoretical block effect of the known blockade (4-AP).
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spike waveform, applying 4-AP in soma-well can result in severe overlapping of the spike
units, increasing the difficulty in data analysis.
The TTX in soma-well can dramatically decrease the network activity, which usually
silences most of the units inside the microchannel. However, applying them in distal-
well will not affect the network activity, easing the analysis of the compound effect on
spike waveforms. Although we only demonstrate two compartments version, it is not
difficult to scale up to more compartments, via vertical superfusion channels. Multi-
compartment devices may allow researchers study the dependence of the axonal ion-
channel profile on the distance to the soma.
4.5.7 Fluid barrier effect of the spontaneous seal
Without any cell culture, the flow inside the microchannel is relatively fast (20-40mm/s). The LY can fill up the microchannel within 1 min, when the liquid level of LY
is about twice of the liquid level of NB. This flow also prevented the LY from entering
the channels, when the liquid level of LY was lower than NB.
After cell tissue clogging the microchannels, the flow speed was dramatically reduced.
Thus the diffusion became the dominant mass transfer mechanism inside the microchan-
nel. The channel Ac (< 200 mm2) is so small comparing to the Ac of culture wells (mm2
range).
Hence the variation of the concentration in the wells due to the diffusion through the
microchannel can be ignored within at least 1 hour after chemical compound applied
in one of the wells. The microchannel therefore behaves as a fluid/chemical barrier
between those two compartments. The chemical compound added into one of the wells
can be regarded as applied exclusively to the microchannel and the targeted well if
the experiment does not last longer than hours. For longer experiments, one might
need to renew the medium every several hours (the exact exchange frequency depends
on the microchannel geometry, culture well geometry and the diffusion coefficient of
the compound), or use a superfusion device to exchange the medium continuously at a
relatively low speed.
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Chapter 5 Microwell-microchannel enhanced multi-electrod e
array for low-density dissociated hippocampal cul-
ture, part I: biophysics and optimal design
5.1 Abstract
We have previously described that the use of microchannels as substrate-integrated
equivalents of micropipettes is a potentially high-throughput, low-cost alternative to
conventional multi-electrode arrays with a moderate-to-low complexity of use. By study-
ing the biophysics of the signal generation inside microchannels, we established the im-
pact of the microchannel shape on the signal amplitude and SNR, while the microchan-
nel is only grounded at one end and the signal is recorded at the other end. In this
chapter we continue to explore the impact of the microchannel length and intrachannel-
electrode position on the signal amplitude, when the microchannel is grounded at both
ends and the signal is recorded by intrachannel electrodes. Via numerical simulations
and experiments, we demonstrate that the longer the microchannel the larger the sig-
nal amplitude, and the largest signal amplitudes can be obtained from intrachannel
electrodes located ∼70-140 mm to the microchannel entrances. The direction of the
action potential propagation can also be determined by the signal delay on multiple
electrodes. This renders microchannel as a promising enhancer of the multi-electrode
array to record the network activity from multiple positions of the neural culture.
5.2 Introduction
To study information processing, synaptic plasticity and network formation of the
small neuronal networks, it requires monitoring as many neurons as possible inside
the network and as long as possible. With single electrode techniques such as patch
clamp and intracellular recording, it is difficult to record more than 3-5 neurons . Due
to the mechanical vibration and the wounds introduced by electrode-cell-membrane
contact, they only allow recording from same neurons for a few hours. Thus, after
introduced in 1970s [43–45], the multi-electrode array with micron-scale electrodes are
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widely used in basic neuroscience research [7–13], drug screening [14, 15] and toxicology
[27, 28], because of the capability of recording neural activity from multiple position
simultaneously for several weeks.
From then, researchers are intensively labouring to improve the signal-to-noise ratio
of MEAs. Most of the efforts are focused on providing better electrode materials [48–56]
or micro-electrode shapes [57, 58]. Alternatively, we had already demonstrated that an
optimized microchannel resembling suction electrode can provide stable AP waveforms
with relatively high mean SNR (101±76 chapter 3), even comparable to the maximum
SNR obtained with CNT-coated electrodes (∼135 [54]) or Si-NWFET (∼210 [55] and
∼120 [56]). Comparing to most contemporary modifications to MEAs, the microchannel
is easy to fabricate with relatively low costs. Another advantage of the microchannel
is that the AP propagation direction can be simply determined by the signal delay
on multiple electrodes in the same microchannel (chapter 4), which may facilitate the
connectivity analysis of the neuronal network.
Utilizing the microchannel as a signal enhancer for an MEA requires embedding as
many microchannels as possible in the cell-culture area on the MEA, and recording
the signals from intro-channel electrodes. After the axon growing into a microchannel,
one would expect a high SNR signal as we demonstrated with microchannel-macrowell
configurations (chapter 3).
Two classes of designs are possible (figure 5.1) for embedding microchannel into MEAs.
One is to create blind-channels on MEA (figure 5.1 (a)). In this design, the microchannel
is only electrically grounded at the open end and the signal is recorded at the dead
end, which resemble our microchannel-macrowell configurations in the previous work
(chapter 3). Thus the impact of the microchannel geometry on SNR should follow the
same rule as described in previous work (chapter 3): the best channel length is about
100-200 mm.
However, because the axon will grow into a blind-channel, the recorded axon may not
participate in modulating the network activity. The other design (figure 5.1 (b)) is to
integrate through-channels which allow axons to grow through the channel and reach
neurons located at the other end of the channel to form functional connections. In this
case, the microchannel is electrically grounded at both ends. The dependence of the

























































































Figure 5.1. The scheme of two types of embedded microchannel arrays. (a) The embedded
microchannels are blind-channels. Only the open ends (located in the microwells) are
grounded. Recording electrodes are placed at the dead ends of microchannels. (b) The
embedded microchannels are through-channels, of which both ends are grounded. The
recording electrodes are placed inside the microchannels. Unlike the blind-channel version, the
monitored axon can grow through the microchannel and form synapses with neurons in
another well.
may be different from the configurations used in the previous work, in which only one
channel end is grounded.
To optimize the microchannel length and the intrachannel electrode position, in this
present work, we study the dependence of the intrachannel signal amplitudes and wave-
form shapes on microchannel lengths and electrode positions, when reference electrodes
are placed in both soma and distal wells. Based on this study, we proposed an optimal
channel length of 0.3 mm and the optimal intrachannel electrode position of 0.1 mm to
the nearest channel entrance.
5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Device fabrication
The polymer microchannel devices were fabricated via previously established proce-
dures (chapter 3). Briefly, a 5-mm-thick slab of PDMS was cured onto the master,
peeled off, and punched to form two culture wells (6 mm in diameter).
The MEAs were also fabricated according to the previously described method (chap-
ter 3). A 100-nm-thick ITO layer on the glass substrate was etched to form 40-mm-wide
electrodes with 60-mm separation. Before culturing, the MEA was cleaned using oxy-
gen plasma for 15 mins in a PDC-002 plasma oven (Harrick Scientific) to enhance
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hydrophilicity.
5.3.2 Cell culture and electrophysiology
Dissociated cultures of mouse hippocampus neurons were prepared as described pre-
viously (chapter 3). Before plating, the MEA was coated with 0.1% poly-L-lysine
overnight and then resined and dried under laminar flow. MEAs with neurons at 14 day
in vitro (DIV) were recorded in a dry incubator (37◦C, 5% CO2) as described previously
(chapter 3).
The data were analyzed according to previously described procedures (chapter 3) to
detect and sort the spikes.
5.3.3 Numerical simulation of compartment models













Soma 20 20 0.75 60 5 2.4
Axon initial
segment
10 2 0.75 600 24 2.4
Myelinated
axonal segments
100 0.25 0.4b 60 24 2.4
Nodes 1 0.25 0.75 180 24 2.4
a Values are based on previous reports of pyramidal neurons [159, 163].
b This value was adapted to fit the full width of half maximum of the positive peak
of recorded signals.
Models were written in M script language and computed using MATLAB. Table 5.1
describes the detail of the model used in this chapter. By default, a neuron model
consists of a 20-mm-long soma with a diameter of 20 mm, a 10-mm-long axon initial
segment (AIS) with a diameter of 2 mm, a 3000-mm-long axon with a diameter of 0.25mm and a 300-mm-long microchannel with a cross-section area (Ac) of 5 mm2. The soma
is placed ∼ 50 mm from the microchannel entrance.
The parameters for myelination, passive parameters and ion-channel kinetics (ta-
ble 5.2, 5.3) are all based on previous reports of pyramidal neurons [159, 163]. Briefly,
3 populations of voltage-dependent ion channels were modelled in this chapter, a fast
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delayed rectifier gF and a slow delayed rectifier gS and a voltage-dependent sodium
conductance gNa.
Table 5.2: Hodgkin - Huxley model parameters I
Passive components




2.55Ω ·m; Lx ≤ 200µm
1.04Ω ·m; Lx > 200µm
Intracellular
resistivity












Voltage-dependent Na+ channel gNa = ḡNa ·m
3
· h · s
Fast delayed rectifier K+ channel gF = ḡF · n
4




ENa = 55mV K
+ Nernst potential EK = −85.7mV
a The m, h, s, n, u are the ion-channel kinetic parameters in pyramidal neurons
(Adapted from [163]).
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Unlike macrowell-microchannel devices recording signal from one of the 2 wells, microwell-
microchannel devices are submerged in culture-medium, leading to electrical shortcuts
between all the wells. Thus only intrachannel recording is possible for the microwell
device. The blind-channel configuration (only one end was located inside the well) is
equivalent to macrowell-microchannel devices with reference electrode only in soma-
well, studied previously (chapter 3). The simulated dependence of signal amplitudes on
intrachannel-electrode positions are showed in figure 5.2.
Because, in the through-channel configuration, the two ends of the microchannel are
shortcut by the culture-medium, the dependence of the intrachannel signal amplitude
and waveform shape can be different. Therefore, in following sections we focus on the
through-channel configuration which has reference electrodes in both wells.












































Lc = 0.3 mm Lc = 2 mm
(a) (b)
Electrode Position (mm) Electrode Position (mm)
Figure 5.2. The simulated dependence of signal positive amplitudes (solid line) and negative
amplitudes (dashed line) on electrode positions in 0.3-mm-long (a) and 2-mm-long (b)
microchannels, with the reference electrodes only placed in soma-wells. Inset illustrates the
model configuration: a channel cross-section area of 5 μm2, 10pF stray capacitance,
20-μm-wide electrode. The soma is 0.05 mm to the soma-side channel entrance. The
myelinated axon is 3-mm-long.
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5.4.1 The optimal position for intrachannel electrodes
To understand the impact of position of the intrachannel electrode (ICE) on the signal
amplitude, a series of numerical simulations with different distance (0.02 - 0.28 mm for
0.3-mm-long microchannel and 0.02 - 1.98 mm for 2-mm-long microchannel) between
the ICE and soma-side channel entrance (proximal entrance) were performed. The
models contain: a soma 0.05 mm to the proximal entrance, a 3-mm-long myelinated
axon, a 0.3-mm-long or 2-mm-long, 1-mm-high and 5-mm-wide microchannel, a 10-pF
stray capacitance, and reference electrodes in both soma and distal wells (Figure 5.3
(a) inset).
Figure 5.3 (a, c) show that the dependence of signal amplitudes on electrode positions
in the 2-mm-long microchannel and 0.3-mm-long microchannel are similar. The positive
amplitude reaches its maximum value when the centre of the electrode is located at ∼80mm to the proximal entrance in both cases. The negative amplitude reaches its maximum
value when the centre of electrode is located at ∼70 mm to the distal-side entrance
(distal entrance) for the 0.3-mm-long microchannel (Figure 5.3 (a)) or at ∼140 mm
to the distal entrance for the 2-mm-long microchannel (Figure 5.3 (c)). Interestingly,
when the electrodes are located near to the distal entrance, the simulations predict a
negative-peak-dominating waveform, although it is still positive leading (Figure 5.3 (b,
d)).
In the 2-mm-long microchannel, placing reference electrodes in both wells and just
placing reference electrode in the soma-well (Figure 5.2 (b)) will lead to similar max-
imum value of the positive amplitude. However, in the 0.3-mm-long microchannel,
placing reference electrodes in both wells will lead to ∼30% smaller maximum value of
the positive amplitudes than placing reference electrode in soma-well only (Figure 5.2
(a)).
To verify the simulation result, the intrachannel extracellular potentials at different lo-
cations in a 3.7-mm-high, 25-mm-wide, 1.0-mm-long microchannel, and in a 3.7-mm-high,
25-mm-wide, 1.6-mm-long microchannel were recorded by ITO electrode. All average
signal waveforms were plotted in figure 5.4 and figure 5.5.
As predicted by the simulation result, figure 5.6 (a-b) show that the dependence of
positive amplitudes of all the units follow the positive-skewed bell curve. 8 out of 9
units reach their maximum amplitudes at the 2nd electrode (∼120 mm from centre to
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Figure 5.3. The simulated impact of electrode positions on signal amplitudes (a, c) and
waveforms (c, d) in 0.3-mm-long (a-b) and 2-mm-long (c-d) microchannels, with the reference
electrodes placed in both wells. Inset illustrates the model configuration: a channel
cross-section area of 5 μm2, 10pF stray capacitance, and 20-μm-wide electrode. The soma is
0.05 mm to the proximal entrance. The myelinated axon is 3-mm-long.
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Lc = 1.035 mm
Figure 5.4. The impact of electrode positions on average signal waveforms of all 5 units
recorded from a 3.7-μm-high, 25-μm-wide, 1.0-mm-long microchannel with reference electrodes
in both wells at 14 Day in vitro. The colours identify the electrode positions. The conduction
velocities (CV) are from 0.33 to 0.56 m/s. The number of spikes per unit is from 295 to 1933.
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Figure 5.5. The impact of electrode positions on average signal waveforms of all 4 units
recorded from a 3.7-μm-high, 25-μm-wide, 1.6-mm-long microchannel with reference electrodes
in both wells at 14 Day in vitro. The colours identify the electrode positions. The conduction
velocities (CV) are from 0.22 to 0.27 m/s. The number of spikes per unit is from 40 to 283.
Because the unit 3-4 does not have obvious delay on different electrodes that it is impossible
to calculate CV.
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the proximal entrance). 1 unit (figure 5.6, unit 5-5) reaches its maximum amplitudes
at the 3rd electrode (∼220 mm from centre to the proximal entrance). However, the
amplitude of this unit on 2nd electrode is only 2% smaller than the amplitude on 3rd
electrode.































































































Lc = 1.607mmLc = 1.035 mm
Lc = 1.607mmLc = 1.035 mm
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6. The impact of electrode positions on signal positive amplitudes (a-b) and
negative amplitudes (c-d) in 1.0-mm-long (a, c) and 1.6-mm-long (b, d) microchannels
(3.7-μm-high, 25-μm-wide), with the reference electrodes placed in both wells.
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In real device the somata can be placed in both sides. Thus, to optimize the signal
amplitudes whereas the neuronal somata are located, we designed two electrodes for
each microchannel, with a 100-mm distance from electrode centre to the nearest channel
entrance. Another advantage of two electrodes per microchannel is that the AP propa-
gation direction can be revealed by the delay between those two electrodes. If the AP
is propagating from electrode A to electrode B, the signal on electrode B will have a
positive delay related to the signal on the electrode A, vice versa.
5.4.2 The optimal microchannel length
To find the optimal microchannel length (Lc), a series of numerical simulations were
performed with varied Lc. The models (Figure 5.7 inset) are similar to those in the
previous section, but with several differences: two 20-mm-wide electrodes with minimum
100 mm to microchannel entrances, and 10-pF stray capacitance for each electrode.


















Positive Peak on 
the 1st Electrode
Negative Peak on 
the 1st Electrode
Positive Peak on 
the 2nd Electrode




Figure 5.7. The simulated impact of channel length (Lc) on signal positive amplitudes (solid
line) and negative amplitudes (dashed line). Inset illustrates the model configuration: a
channel cross-section area of 5 μm2, 10pF stray capacitance, and two 20-μm-wide electrodes
with 0.1-mm distance to the nearest channel entrance. The soma is 0.05 mm to the proximal
entrance. The myelinated axon is 3-mm-long.
The positive amplitude (Figure 5.7 black solid line) on the 1st electrode increases
with increasing Lc. The slope decreases with increasing Lc. At Lc = 0.3 mm, the
positive amplitude is already 70% of the amplitude at Lc = 2 mm. The dependence
of the positive amplitude on the 2nd electrode (Figure 5.7 grey solid line) however is
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not monotonic. The amplitude reaches maximum when Lc is ∼260 mm. The negative
amplitudes (Figure 5.7 dashed lines) on both electrodes reach their maximum absolute
value when Lc is ∼600 mm.
To make all 4 amplitudes as large as possible (> 70% of the maximum value), the
Lc should be from 0.3 mm to 0.5 mm. However the longer the channel the higher
the defective rate during the fabrication. Thus, there is a trade-off between signal
amplitudes and defective rate. Hence, 0.3-mm-long microchannel was chosen in this
presented work.
5.4.3 Predict the variation of the signal waveform during long term record-
ing
Numerical simulations show that the recorded signal waveform also depends on the
length of the axon inside a microchannel (Figure 5.8). The models (Figure 5.8 (a)) are
the same as in the previous section with following differences: the varied axon length,
and fixed microchannel length (0.3 mm).
The positive amplitude on each electrode will reach its maximum value after the
axon crossing the corresponding electrode and extending 50-mm further. The positive
amplitudes on the 2nd electrode are always smaller than on the 1st electrode.
The negative amplitude on the 1st electrode will keep increasing with increasing axon
length until the axon goes through the microchannel. The negative amplitude on the
2nd electrode will keep increasing with increasing axon length until the axon extending
∼150 mm beyond the distal entrance. The absolute value of negative amplitudes on the
2nd electrode usually are also smaller than on the 1st electrode, before the axon growing
through the entire microchannel.
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Figure 5.8. The simulated impact of the axon terminal position on signal amplitudes (b)
and waveforms (c, d). (a) illustrates the model configuration: a 0.3-mm-long microchannel
with a channel cross-section area of 5 μm2, 10pF stray capacitance, and two 20-μm-wide
electrodes with 0.1-mm distance to the nearest channel entrance. The soma is 0.05 mm to the
proximal entrance. The myelinated axon length is varied. Coloured markers illustrate
positions of the myelinated axon terminal. Marker shapes are correlated to the panel b.
Marker colours are correlated to the line colours in panel c-d. (b) The signal positive
amplitudes (solid lines) and negative amplitudes (dashed lines) on two different electrodes.
The dotted lines identify the electrode positions. (c) The waveforms recorded from the 1st
electrode. (d) The waveforms recorded from the 2nd electrode.
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5.5 Discussion and conclusions
By simulation and experiments we demonstrated that it is possible to utilize embedded
micro through-channels and intrachannel electrodes as signal amplitude enhancers for
multi-electrode arrays (MEAs).
Both simulation and experiments show that the optimal intrachannel electrode posi-
tion is ∼0.07-0.14 mm to the nearest channel entrances. The simulation data show that
the longer the channel length the larger the signal amplitudes. However, the longer
the channel the lower the yield rate of the microfabrication process. A compromise
length of 0.3 mm, whose signal amplitude is around 70% of the signal amplitude in the
2-mm-long microchannel, is chosen.
Thus we propose a prototype of microwell-microchannel enhanced MEA (MWMC-
MEA) with 1-mm-high, 5-mm-wide, 0.3-mm-long microchannels connecting micro culture
wells, and 2 intrachannel electrodes with a distance of ∼0.7-0.1 mm to the nearest
microchannel entrance.
While the axon grows into the microchannel, the signal waveform on both electrodes
will vary. Before the axon terminal passes the first electrode inside a microchannel,
the signal delay on two electrodes can be ignored. But once the axon passes the first
electrode the signal delay can be used to determine the signal propagation directions,
which is another advantage of such a device additional to the high SNR.
We fabricated such a prototype by PDMS and ITO-glass substrates. The signal
amplitude is relatively large, from 13 up to 142 (figure 5.9). Interestingly, it is rare
to see the huge negative peaks as we predicted in the model. This may be attributed
to the axon not growing through the microchannel yet or imply that the ion-channel
distribution is not a constant value along the axon, or the axon diameter becomes very
thin in the distal axonal segments. This deserves future study by MWMC-MEAs.
The choice of microwell sizes, the choice of insulation layer materials and fabrication











































































































SNRa = 115 
SNRb = 0
SNRa = 28 
SNRb = 94
SNRa = 51 
SNRb = 20
SNRa = 31 
SNRb = 35
SNRa = 142 
SNRb = 74
SNRa = 13 
SNRb = 26
SNRa = 93 
SNRb = 28
Figure 5.9. The raw signal traces from low-density dissociated hippocampal culture at 14
DIV. In each 1-μm-high, 5-μm-wide and 0.3-mm-long microchannel, two signals were recorded
by two intrachannel electrodes. The electrodes are labelled by number in form of ’NMa/b’.
The NM is the serial number of microchannels. The letter (a or b) identify the two electrodes
in the same microchannel.
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Chapter 6 Microwell-microchannel enhanced multi-electrod e
array for low-density dissociated hippocampal cul-
ture, part II: fabrication and recordings
6.1 Abstract
We have previously described the feasibility of utilizing microchannel arrays to en-
hance the signal amplitude of multi-electrode arrays (MEAs). An optimal channel
length of 0.3 mm and the optimal intrachannel electrode position of 0.1 mm to the near-
est channel entrance had been proposed based on numerical simulation and experiment
results. In the present work, we demonstrated a prototype of microwell-microchannel
enhanced MEA (MWMC-MEA), whose through-hole feature of Polydimethylsiloxane
film (PDMS) was fabricated by reactive-ion etching (RIE) with the CHF3/O2 plasma.
The low-density culture (57 neurons/mm2) were survived on the MWMC-MEAs for
at least 14 days, from which the neuronal signal with the maximum SNR of 142 was
obtained.
6.2 Introduction
6.2.1 Microstructure enhanced MEAs
One of the foci of contemporary neuroscience is to explore the computational capabil-
ity of in vitro neuronal circuits. Studying their connection development and long-term
plasticity may elucidate the mechanisms of the learning, memory and pattern recogni-
tion in human brains [59, 164]. Facilitated by multi-electrode arrays (MEAs), there are
emerging evidences show even the in vitro neuronal cultures are capable of learning,
memory [10, 11], and pattern recognition [12, 13].
However the mechanisms behind those complex behaviours are only partially under-
stood. One of the main reasons is that only a small fraction, on the order of 1%, of
neurons are monitored at unclear sites on the MEA [47, 59]. The soma need to be
within ∼5 mm of a micro-electrode [60, 61] to generate recordable extracellular signals.
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Moreover, the cells tend to migrate, leading to unstable electrode-neuron interfacing
[62]. To overcome these limitations, many efforts focus on increasing ratio of number of
distinguishable units to number of neurons in the network.
Most straightforward research line is to increase electrode density, bringing the spatial
resolution to sub-cellular scale. Hence, a neuron can generate recordable signals whereas
the soma is located. Due to the wiring difficulty and high impedance of thin leads from
electrodes to amplifiers, these MEAs usually require integrated on-chip pre-amplifiers,
fabricated on the silicon wafer [63, 64]. That not only increases the fabrication costs
and complexity, but also restricts the optical access to on-chip neuronal cultures due to
the opacity of the substrates.
Others resort to physically or chemically anchor neurons onto electrodes. Microwells
etched in bulk silicon [65], polyimide picket fences [66], SU-8 microwells [67], parylene
cages [47], and agarose microwells [68, 69] were successfully applied on MEAs to anchor
neurons. Bioactive molecules were usually patterned on to MEA surface by laser ab-
lation [70], photolithography [71], or microcontact printing [72, 73] as chemical cue to
confine neuron growth and migration. Recently a dried 1-mm-high agarose layer were
also used as efficient neuron-repelling cue to anchor the neurons onto electrodes [74].
These physical features (e.g. microchannels) or chemical cues are also used to confine
the neurite growth, expected to define the connections between neurons [165].
Besides functioning as physical confinement of axon growth [67–69], the optimized
microchannel can boost the signal amplitudes to millivolt range (chapter 3). We also
demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing the microchannel as signal enhancer on MEAs
(chapter 5). To increase the ratio of number of distinguishable units to number of
neurons in the network, in the present work, we propose a microwell-microchannel
enhanced MEA (MWMC-MEA). It has microwells to confine the soma growth in the
low-density hippocampal culture, connected by embedded microchannels, which will
not only confine the axon growth but also boost the signal amplitudes on intrachannel
electrodes.
6.2.2 Microwell fabrication
Microwells on MEA are usually directly micromachined by photo-lithography on bulk
silicon wafer [65] or photoresist [67]. However, the costs and complexity of fabricating
embedded channels with those methods are much higher than soft-lithography of PDMS.
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Moreover the micromachined PDMS film can be attached to any planar MEA to form
a MWMC-MEA.
Using PDMS to fabricate the microstructure layer require forming through-holes
on PDMS film. Several etching and etchingless methods were developed to generate
through-holes in thin PDMS membranes. With etchingless methods, the through-hole
can be fabricated using an SU-8 mould pressed against a flat surface during curing [166]
or spinning PDMS lower than the tallest feature height [73, 167].
However, these methods are not suitable for high-throughput fabrication, because
usually there is thin PDMS film over the SU-8 feature requiring manual removal. Laser
ablation of PDMS was also reported [168]. Precision wet chemical etching of PDMS
has proven difficult and resulted in high surface roughness [169]. Although precision
structures can be obtained by reactive-ion etching (RIE) with CF4/O2 plasma [169,
170] or SiF6/O2 plasma [171], the etching effect on PDMS of another common gas
combination CHF3/O2 has not been reported yet. The biocompatibility of laser ablated
or RIE machined PDMS surface also remains unknown.
In the present work, 2 different fabrication methods (femtosecond laser milling and
RIE with CHF3/O2) were tested. The biocompatibility of micromachined PDMS sur-
faces was assayed with the dissociated hippocampal culture. An optimal microwell diam-
eter of 120 mm for low-density culture was determined experimentally. The RIE method
was chosen to fabricate microwell layer for MWMC-MEA. A prototype of MWMC-MEA
was successfully assembled, through which the neuron activity with the maximum SNR
of 142 was obtained.
6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Fabrication of SU-8 insulated MEA with microchannels
A 100-nm-thick ITO layer on the glass substrate protected by a photo-patterned
photoresist layer (SPR220-1.2) was etched at 50◦C with mixed acids (HCl: 14.5%,
HNO3: 6.3%) to form electrodes. (figure 6.1 (a-c))
Then SU-8 2000.5 was spun onto the patterned ITO layer at 2000 rpm, resulting in a
1-mm-thick insulation layer (figure 6.1 (d)). This insulation layer was photo-patterned
in a mask aligner (MJB4, SUSS Microtec) under chrome masks to form microchannels
and 20-mm-by-20-mm recording sites of ITO electrodes (figure 6.1 (e-h)).
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Figure 6.1. Fabrication of SU-8 insulated MEA with microchannels. (a-b) Photoresist
(SPR220) was photo-patterned. (c) After forming ITO electrodes and leads by etching,
photoresist was removed (d) 1-μm-thick SU-8 was spun onto the patterned surface (e-f) The
electrode recording sites and microchannels were formed by photo-patterning SU-8 layer. (g)
The resulted MEA. (h) Magnified central area of the MEA.
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Before culturing, the MEA was cleaned using oxygen plasma for 15 mins in a PDC-002
plasma oven (Harrick Scientific) to enhance hydrophilicity.
6.3.2 PDMS mixture preparation
The PDMS mixture was prepared by mixing the curing agent and the elastomer
(Sylgard 184 elastomer) in a ratio of 10:1 by weight of elastomer:curing agent.
6.3.3 Reactive-ion etch rate optimizing
The fresh PDMS mixture was spun onto glass slides at 3000 rpm and cured at 80◦C
for 2 hour to form 40-mm-thick PDMS film. A 1-mm-thick PDMS slab was cut into
small pieces around 3-mm-by-6-mm. The small pieces was stick to the thin PDMS film
to protect the area underneath from RIE (figure 6.2 (a)).
Each sample was etched in Plasmalab 80 (Oxford Instruments) at a power of 250 W,
300 mTorr of pressure, varied CHF3 and O2 flow for 10 mins (figure 6.2 (a-b)). Then the
surface topography was characterized with an optical profiler (Wyko NT1100, Veeco),














Figure 6.2. Etch rate evaluation procedure. (a) The thin 40-μm-thick PDMS film is etched
in RF plasma. Random chosen areas are protected by 1-mm-thick PDMS blocks. (b-c) After
10 mins RIE, the protection blocks are removed. The etch depth can then be analyzed.
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6.3.4 Fabrication of through-holes in the PDMS film
6.3.4.1 Laser drilling
45-mm-diameter and 95-mm-diameter through-hole array with 200-mm-pitch was laser-
drilled on the 50-mm-thick PDMS film by commercial laser-micromachining services
(Laser Micromachining Limited, OpTIC Technium, UK)
6.3.4.2 Soft-lithography combined with RIE
PDMS slab half-cured at 60°C for 
1 hour was manually punched to 
form 6-mm-diameter holes
Spin-coated 40-μm-thick PDMS 
layer on SU-8 mould was half-cured 





Aligned and bond at 
80°C for 1 hourThin skin on top 
of SU-8 feature
Etched for 30-40 mins Through-hole
300 μm
SU-8 
half-cured PDMS slab 
half-cured PDMS 
thin film
full-cured PDMS thin 













Figure 6.3. The through-hole fabrication by soft lithography combined with RIE. (a) A
half-cured PDMS slab is punched to form the array of 6-mm-diameter holes. This slab is
aligned to the half-cured thin film as a mechanic supporting grid. (b) The structure is cured
at 80◦C for 1 hour to bind the supporting grid and thin film. (c) The thin skin on top of SU-8
features is removed by RIE to create through-holes. (d) The resulted PDMS structure. (e)
The magnified dashed area in (d).
40-mm-thick SU-8 layer spin-coated onto glass substrates were photo-patterned to form
PDMS mould. Thicknesses and SU-8 feature geometry were then confirmed with an
optical profiler (Wyko NT1100, Veeco) in vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) mode.
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The fresh PDMS mixture was spun onto the SU-8 mould at 3000 rpm. Then half-
cured at 60◦C for 1 hour to form the thin PDMS film (figure 6.3 (a)). Another portion
of PDMS mixture was poured onto a flat surface and half-cured at 60◦C for 1 hour, then
punched manually to form 6-mm-diameter through-hole array on a 2-mm-thick PDMS
slab (figure 6.3 (a)). Then this half-cured PDMS slab as a supporting grid was aligned
and bonded to the half-cured thin PDMS film on the mould by curing at 80◦C for 1
hour to ease the mould-release and sequential manipulations (figure 6.3 (b)).
The PDMS film with supporting grid was then etched for 30-40 mins to remove the
thin skin on top of the SU-8 features to create through-holes (figure 6.3 (c-e)).
6.3.5 Assembling of microwell-microchannel enhanced MEA (MWMC-MEA)






Figure 6.4. 3D schematic illustration of an assembled MWMC-MEA
The etched PDMS film with supporting grid was cut into 1-cm-by-1-cm chips. Each
chip contains a through-hole array within a 6-mm-diameter central well (figure 6.4). All
chips were autoclaved for 45 mins and dried under laminar flow for 2 hours.
Assembling method I:
The autoclaved and dried PDMS chips were aligned to the MEAs cleaned using oxygen
plasma. After the microchannels are primed by CO2. The entire MEA are coated with
0.1% poly-L-lysine (PLL) solution for 12 hours. After the MEAs being resined and
dried under laminar flow, they were stored in 4◦C for future usage.
Assembling method II:
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Before assembling, the MEAs were cleaned using oxygen plasma and coated with 0.1%
poly-L-lysine (PLL) solution for 12 hours. After the MEAs were rinsed and dried under
laminar flow, the autoclaved and dried PDMS chips were aligned to the MEAs.
Before cell plating, an autoclaved 7-mm-high PDMS fence was attached to either
version of MWMC-MEAs to form culture chamber on the MEA (figure 6.4).
6.3.6 Cell culture and electrophysiology


























0.25-mm-diameter platinum wire 
After cells settling down, the culture 




Low density cultureHigh density supporting culture
Figure 6.5. Cell plating procedure. (a) A drop (from 7 to 20 μL) of medium with low cell
concentration (1×106 cells/mL) is plated in the 6-mm-diameter, 1-mm-high central well; 0.1
mL of medium with high cell concentration (5×106 cells/mL) is plated outside the central well
(supporting culture area). (b) After the cells settling down, the culture chamber is flooded
with 1 mL culture medium. A 3-mm-thick PDMS lid seals the culture chamber to slow down
the water evaporation. A platinum wire sticks through the PDMS lid as a reference electrode.
After the microwells and microchannels (if there is any) being filled with culture
medium by the CO2 priming (chapter 2), a drop (from 7 to 20 mL) of medium with
low cell concentration (1×106 cells/mL) were plated in the 6-mm-diameter, 1-mm-high
central well; 0.1 mL of medium with high cell concentration (5×106 cells/mL) was plated
outside the central well (supporting culture area). All manipulations should be gentle
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to avoid connecting the liquid in central well and the liquid in supporting culture area
(figure 6.5 (a)).
The devices rested in humidified incubator (37◦C, 5% CO2) for 6-8 hours to allow
the cells to settle down. Then the culture chamber was flooded with 1 mL culture
medium. A 3-mm-thick PDMS lid sealed the culture chamber to slow down the water
evaporation. A platinum wire stuck through the PDMS lid contacting with culture
medium to provide electrical reference. After 5 days in the humidified incubator, 1 mL
of 1 mM Ara-C was applied into the culture medium, resulting in around 1 mM Ara-C
concentration to suppress the glial proliferation. (figure 6.5 (b))
MEAs were loaded into multichannel amplifier (Multichannel Systems, MEA1060-Inv-
BC) and recorded in a dry incubator (37◦C, 5% CO2).The data were analyzed according
to previously described procedures (chapter 3) to detect and sort the spikes. SNR was
calculated via dividing the positive peak value by the RMS noise.
6.3.7 Immunohistochemistry
Cells cultured on MEAs were fixed at room temperature for 30 mins with 4% formalde-
hyde + 4% sucrose in PBS, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton-X (Sigma; 23472-9) in PBS,
and blocked with 1% goat serum (Invitrogen; PCN5000) in PBS for 1-2 hours. The cells
were incubated in the primary antibodies overnight and then in the secondary antibodies
for 6 hours. Following each incubation step, samples were washed with PBS for 6 hours
to reduce non-specific labelling. The following primary antibodies were used: mouse
anti-b-III-isoform-tubulin monoclonal (1:500; Millipore; MAB1637), rabbit anti-MAP2
polyclonal (1:500; Millipore; AB5622). As secondary antibodies, we used: anti-mouse-
IgG conjugated Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen; A21202) and anti-rabbit-IgG conjugated
Alexa Fluor 555 (Invitrogen; A31572).
After mounting with Fluoramount (F4680 Sigma), the cells were imaged under a
Leica SP1 confocal microscope, with excitation wavelengths of 488nm and 543nm, and
emission filters: BP 500-548nm for Alexa 488 and BP 561-618nm for Alexa 555.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Laser-micromachining results of the PDMS film
45-mm-diameter, 200-mm-pitch through-hole arrays and 95-mm-diameter, 200-mm-pitch
through-hole arrays were fabricated by the femtosecond laser on 50-mm-thick PDMS
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films. Unlike soft lithography and reactive ion etching, there is no fabrication of mould
or protection layer involved in direct laser drilling. Thus it can provide a much faster
prototyping speed with descent geometry accuracy. However, the debris induced by the
laser ablating accumulated around fabricated holes on the PDMS surface, compromising
the optical transparency of PDMS film (figure 6.6). The debris contamination is more
serious in 95-mm-diameter-hole samples than in 45-mm-diameter-hole samples. This may
attributed to that more materials need to be ablated for 95-mm-diameter holes.
Φ 45 μm200 μm Φ 95 μm200 μm
Figure 6.6. Laser-drilled through-hole array on the PDMS film. Much more debris adhered
onto the PDMS surface after drilling 95-μm-diameter holes (b) than after drilling
45-μm-diameter holes (a).
6.4.2 Fabricate through holes on the PDMS film by soft lithography com-
bined with the reactive ion etching (RIE)
Although using soft lithography combined with reactive ion etching is more compli-
cated than the laser milling, the high-throughput potency and lower cost per device
of this technique is attractive for fabricating dispensable cell culture devices. Using
CF4/O2 plasma or SiF6/O2 plasma to etch PDMS has been reported. However, the
etch speed and etched surface quality of another common gas combination, CHF3/O2
plasma, has not been explored yet. The bio-compatibility of PDMS surface machined
by RIE also remains unknown. In this present work we report that CHF3/O2 plasma
can etch the PDMS 18 mm/hour (table 6.2), with relatively smooth resulted surface and
hospitable to growing neurons.
6.4.2.1 Soft lithography of PDMS films
At low spinning speed (1500-2000 rpm), the thicknesses of coated PDMS films are
larger than the feature height and almost homogeneous over the entire SU-8 structure
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(figure 6.7 (a)). At faster spinning speed (2400-3000 rpm) the thicknesses of PDMS
films are smaller than the feature height; and the thickness of the PDMS skin on top of
SU-8 pillars depends on the feature size (figure 6.7 (b), table 6.1). The skin is usually
thicker on 1-mm-diameter pillars than on 0.12-mm-diameter pillars.


























































Figure 6.7. Illustration of the vertical profile of PDMS film spun onto the SU-8 master. h
represents SU-8 feature height (40-41.3 μm). T1 is the PDMS thickness where is no SU-8
feature. T2 is the PDMS skin thickness on top of 120-μm-diameter pillars. T3 is the thickness
on top of 1-mm-diameter pillars. T1, T2 and T3 were reported in table 6.1. (a) Spin-coating
PDMS at low speed (1500-2000 rpm) results in a homogeneous distribution of thickness over
the SU-8 structures. (b) Spin-coating PDMS at high speed (2500-3000 rpm) results in an
inhomogeneous distribution of thickness over the SU-8 structures. The skin covering large
SU-8 features is thicker than covering small features.
Table 6.1: The dependence of film thickness at




a (mm) T2b (mm) T3c (mm)
1500 94.6-97.1 54.6-55.1 54.4-56.1
2000 69.2-71.0 31.5-32.3 32-33
2500 38.2-39.5 12.8-14.8 16.0-17.5
3000 36.1-38.3 4.7-8.1 11-17
a T1 is the PDMS thickness where is no SU-8 feature.
b T2 is the PDMS skin thickness on top of
120-mm-diameter pillars.
c T3 is the PDMS skin thickness on top of
1-mm-diameter feature.
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Both the skin thickness and the PDMS film thickness decreased with increasing spin-
ning speed. Considering the trade-off between the required etching depth and the film
thickness, 3000-rpm spinning speed was chosen for the microwell fabrication.
6.4.2.2 RIE of the PDMS film
Table 6.2: The etch rates of PDMS when



















Figure 6.8. The surface topography and roughness of the reactive-ion-etched PDMS.
Colours represent the heights (Z). 3 parameters were used to report the surface roughness: the
arithmetic average of absolute values (Ra), root mean squared value (Rq), and the maximum
height of the profile (Rt). (a) Before reactive-ion etching (RIE). (b) After 60-min RIE, the
surface roughness increased.
To optimize the etch rate, 3 different combinations of CHF3 flow and O2 flow were
assayed (table 6.2). The combination of 25 sccm CHF3 and 25 sccm O2 yield the highest
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etch rate of 0.24-0.31 mm/min, which is similar to the etch rate with CF4/O2 plasma
[170]. If not mentioned in following paragraphs, the gas flow is always 25 sccm CHF3





Figure 6.9. Neuronal culture in through-holes opened by RIE. The PDMS surface and the
microwell orifice are much smoother than the laser-milled one.
Figure 6.8 compared the surface roughness before and after 60 mins RIE. After 30
mins RIE, the surface roughness did not show obvious difference to the unetched PDMS
surface. Although 60 mins RIE led to ∼40% increase in the arithmetic average of surface
roughness (Ra), there is no obvious deterioration in the optical transparency of PDMS
films (figure 6.9), in contrast to the laser-drilled one (figure 6.6 and 6.11).
After 15 mins RIE, less than 50% of holes were opened (figure (a)). After 30 mins
RIE, more than 90% of holes were opened; and the film thickness remained around 30mm (figure (b)). After 60 mins RIE, more holes were opened, but the film thickness
was reduced to less than 30 mm. To confine the cell growth, the thicker film the better.
Thus 30-min etching time was chosen to balance the film thickness and the yield rate.
6.4.3 Cell viability assay of low density culture in microwells
The native PDMS film show strong cytotoxicity: almost no living neuron can survived
in microwells (figure 6.11 (a)), when plated at 20×103 cells per device (709 cells/mm2).
This may be attributed to the platinum catalyst contained in native cured PDMS [172,
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After 15-min RIE After 30-min RIE
Figure 6.10. The surface topography of reactive-ion-etched PDMS film moulded with SU-8
pillars. Colours represent the heights relative to the substrate surface. Insets are the profiles
along the dashed arrows. (a) A film was etched for 15 mins. Only two holes were opened. Due
to the curvature of the thin skin covering the blind holes, the heights of these skins are
measured 10-20 μm lower than the top surface. (b) A film was etched for 30 mins. Because all
holes were opened that there was no skin covering any hole.
173]. Autoclaving process was reported to be effective for removing platinum from
PDMS. Thus in following viability assays, all PDMS devices were autoclaved for 45-60
mins.
To assay the viability of neurons in microwells of autoclaved PDMS films, dissociated
mouse hippocampal neurons were plated at 7× 103 cells per device (248 cells/mm2, or
1.76 cells/microwell). The results are summarized in table 6.3.
On the PLL coated polystyrene surface, there were respectively 114 neurons/mm2
and 157 neurons/mm2 (averagely 135 neurons/mm2) survived in 1-mm-diameter wells
in 2 different test rounds, after 1 week in humidified incubator. The average viability
is about 54.4%. The 95-mm-diameter microwells contained 0-6 neurons/well, averagely
1.04 neurons/well. The average viability is about 59.1%, similar to the viability esti-
mated from the 1-mm-diameter wells. There were 37% microwells and 40% microwells
containing living neurons. However living cells in 45-mm-diameter wells were too rare
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Figure 6.11. Viability assay of neuron growth in microwells of PDMS film on polystyrene
Petri dishes and MEAs. Only autoclaved PDMS film with large microwells (95-μm diameter)
can support the neuron growth.
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Table 6.3: Neuronal viability tests of the low-density hip-
pocampal culture plated at 248 cells/mm2.










Petri dish surface 54.4% -
MEA surface (SiO2, SU-8
and ITO)
30.1% -
Dry etched PDMS surface 23.0% -
The neuron viability of 30.1% on the PLL coated MEA surface, was lower than that
on polystyrene surface: there were 66-82 neurons/mm2 averagely 74.7 neurons/mm2
(N = 3, SD = 7.8) survived after 1 week. On the PLL coated MEA surface, the cells
intend to aggregate. Thus it is difficult to determine how many neurons survived in
95-mm-diameter microwells (figure 6.11 (d)). Averagely 0.53 neurons/microwell can be
estimated from the viability obtained in 1-mm-diameter wells. Hence, to achieve similar
number of living neurons per microwell on MEAs as on Petri dishes, a larger diameter
from 120-130 mm is required (0.85-1 neurons/microwell).
6.4.4 Neuronal culture on PDMS surface machined by RIE
To assay the bio-compatibility of the reactive-ion-etched PDMS surface, the PDMS
film moulded by SU-8 master (spun at 3000 rpm and cured at 80◦C) was etched for 30
mins to open through holes. Then the autoclaved PDMS film was coated by 0.1% poly-
L-lysine (pH = 8.5, at 4◦C overnight). Dissociated mouse hippocampus neurons were
plated at 248 cells/mm2. After 14 days, the neurons were identified by anti-b-III-tubulin
(green in figure 6.12) and anti-MAP2 (red in figure 6.12) antibodies.
There were 57 neurons/mm2 survived on the PDMS surface machined by RIE. Al-
though the viability of 23% is lower than the average viability of 54.4% on the polystyrene
surface, it is still comparable to the average viability of 30.1% on the MEA surface.
Hence the RIE process is compatible with the low-density neuronal culture. Even higher
viability can be expected if cytotoxins in native PDMS, e.g. uncrosslinked oligomers,
are extracted through soaking/swelling PDMS in a series of organic solvent [173] or the
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Figure 6.12. Neuron growth on the PDMS surface reactive-ion etched for 30 mins. The
dashed lines show the orifices of the microwells. (a) Neurons were labelled by anti-MAP2
(red) and anti-β-III-tubulin (green) antibodies. The dendrites were identified by anti-MAP2
antibodies (red). (b) Magnification of dotted area in (a). (c-d) Split colour channels in (b).
6.4.5 Recordings of MWMC-MEA with poly-L-lysine (PLL) coating on
PDMS
In this section the MWMC-MEA is assembled by method I: the poly-L-lysine was
applied onto the MEA after PDMS layer aligned to electrodes. Thus there are PLL
layer on the PDMS surface, which can support cell growth. The dissociated mouse hip-
pocampus neurons were plated at 248 cells/mm2. At 5 DIV, 1 mM (final concentration)
Ara-C was applied into cell cultures to suppress glia proliferation.
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(b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 6.13. (a) Maximum projection of the confocal images and example raw signal traces
of low-density dissociate hippocampal culture on MWMC-MEA with poly-L-lysine (PLL)
coated PDMS surface at 14 DIV. The dotted lines show the positions of microwell orifices.
The dashed lines show the position of ITO electrodes. Neurons were labelled by anti-MAP2
(red) and anti-β-III-tubulin (green) antibodies. The wells are labelled by number in form of
’NM’. N (0-6) is the row number; M (0-1) is the column number. The intrachannel electrodes
are labelled by number in form of ’nms’: n (0-5) is the row number of microchannels; m (0-1)
is the column number of microchannels; s (a or b) identifies each electrode in each
microchannel. The colours in raw signal traces identify the electrodes. The arrow between
electrode labels show s the signal propagation direction. Bottom panels (b-e) are magnified
image of well 40 and well 41. Optical slices with height from 0 to 25 μm were maximum
projected to generate the bottom view; optical slices with height from 25-60 μm were
maximum projected to generate the top view. (d) A MAP2-negative, β-III-tubulin-positive
neurite was identified by arrow heads.
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After 14 days, there are 14 viable neurons/mm2 in the microwell area (the entire area
in figure 6.13 (a)). In total 32 neurons were identified within 0.3 mm of microwells.
8 cells were inside microwells, 0.8 neurons/well, which is very close to the viability
of 0.85 neurons/well for 0.12-mm-diameter microwells estimated in previous viability
assay. 4 wells contain neuronal somata: well 21 (2 somata), well 40 (2 somata), well 50
(3 somata), and well 51 (1 soma). Axons projected from neurons outside the microwells
were also observed in some microchannels, e.g. well 41 (figure 6.13 (d) the arrowed
green neurite in the magnification of well 41 bottom).
Figure 6.13 (a) also shows the raw signal traces (without any digital filtering or
averaging) obtained from the intrachannel electrodes. Each spike was recorded by 2
electrodes in the same microchannel, one with larger amplitude and the other with
smaller amplitude. The signal delay on those two electrodes indicates the direction
of the AP propagation. For example, one of the two units in channel 51 showed in
figure 6.13, has positive time delay from electrode a to electrode b, indicating this unit
propagating from well 51 to well 60. The other unit in channel 51 propagated in the
opposite direction. The RMS noise on intrachannel electrodes is typically 5 mV, similar
to the classic planar MEA (2-3 mV). As expected, the SNR from 13 to 142, averagely
67, was obtained from this MWMC-MEA, relatively large comparing to classic planar
MEA.
8 out of 12 microchannels have distinguishable spike units. At least 7 different units
originated from microwells were recorded, about 22% neurons within 0.3 mm range of
microwells (the units from 50b→50a and 51b→51a do not account, because they are
originated in the 1-mm-diameter control well). Conceivably, higher ratio of number of
distinguishable units to number of neurons can be expected, if the cell growth on the
PDMS surface were suppressed.
6.4.6 Recordings of MWMC-MEA without poly-L-lysine (PLL) coating on
PDMS
To suppress the cell growth on the PDMS surface, a MWMC-MEA was assembled
by method II: the micromachined PDMS film were aligned to the MEA already coated
with PLL. The dissociated mouse hippocampus neurons were plated at 742 cells/mm2.
In 1-mm-diameter control well, 962 cells/mm2 were counted, about 11 cells/microwell.
At 5 DIV, 1 mM (final concentration) Ara-C was applied into cell cultures to suppress
glia proliferation. After 14 days, no viable glia or neuron was observed on the PDMS
surface (figure 6.14 (b)).
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Neuron
Glia
With PLL on top of the PDMS layer Without PLL on top of the PDMS layer
Cells grew on top of the PDMS layer Cells did not grow on top of the PDMS layer
(a) (b)
Figure 6.14. The cell growth on top of the PDMS layer. The poly-L-lysine (PLL) coating on
the PDMS surface can support glial (white arrow) and neuronal (black arrow) growth. The
uncoated PDMS surface cannot. 1 μM Ara-C was applied in both cultures at 5 DIV to
suppress glial proliferation.
Figure 6.15 shows the raw traces (without any digital filtering or averaging) obtained
from the intrachannel electrodes at 10 DIV. The SNR was from 9.7 to 112, averagely
45.
11 out of 12 microchannels have distinguishable spike units. At least 20 different
units originated from microwells were recorded. It is difficult to determine how many
viable neurons in each microwell. But an average value of 3.3 neurons/microwell was
estimated from the viability of 30% obtained in the previous viability assay section.
Thus the ratio of number of distinguishable units to number of neurons is around 61%.
6.5 Discussion and conclusions
In the present work, a prototype designed based on previously obtained dependence of
signal amplitudes on channel geometry and intrachannel electrode position (part I). In
this prototype, ten 120-mm-diameter microwells were connected by 0.3-mm-long, 5-mm-
wide, 1-mm-high microchannels; for each microchannel, two 20-mm-wide ITO electrodes
were placed 0.1 mm to the nearest channel entrance. ITO electrodes were formed
by etching the ITO layer on the glass substrate and insulated by a 1-mm-thick SU-8
layer. Microchannels were created by photolithography of this SU-8 insulation layer on
the MEA. A piece of 30-mm-thick PDMS film with 120-mm-diameter through-holes was







































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.15. (a) Phase-contrast images and example raw signal traces of low-density
dissociate hippocampal culture at 10 DIV, on MWMC-MEA without poly-L-lysine coating on
PDMS. The dashed lines show the position of ITO electrodes. The wells are labelled by
number in form of ’NM’: N (0-6) is the row number; M (0-1) is the column number. The
intrachannel electrodes are labelled by number in form of ’nms’: n (0-5) is the row number of
microchannels; m (0-1) is the column number of microchannels; s (a or b) identifies each
electrode in each microchannel. The colours in raw signal traces identify the electrodes. The
coloured arrow between each pair of electrode labels shows the signal propagation direction.
The coloured arrows on phase-contrast images summarise the signal propagation direction of
signals recorded from each microchannel.
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Two methods were examined for fabricating through-holes in the PDMS film: laser
ablation and soft-lithography combined with RIE of the CHF3/O2 plasma. For large
holes (diameter ≥ 95 mm), the laser ablation compromises the optical transparency of
the PDMS film, although it can provide a much faster prototyping speed. Thus it is not
suitable for MWMC-MEA fabrication, comparing to soft-lithography combined with
RIE. An etch rate of 0.3 mm/min can be achieved with 25 sccm CHF3 and 25 sccm O2.
There is no obvious deterioration of the optical transparency after 60 mins RIE. After
autoclaving, the reactive-ion etched PDMS surface was proved to be compatible with
the hippocampal-neuron growth.
The low-density culture (57 neurons/mm2) were survived on the MWMC-MEA s for
at least 14 days, from which the neuronal signal with the maximum SNR of 142 was
obtained. With Ara-C, the cell growth on the PDMS surface without PLL coating can be
suppressed. The neurons and neurites can be confined in microwells and microchannels,
resulting a relatively high ratio (61%) of number of distinguishable units to number of
neurons in neuronal network.
Without Ara-C, after 5-7 days the glial cell can eventually grow onto the PDMS
surface even without PLL coating. This glial layer can then facilitate neuron migration
and growth of neurites on the PDMS surface. Thus a better cell repelling method should
be implemented in the future work. For example a dried agarose layer can be deposit on
top of the PDMS layer to suppress the cell growth on the PDMS surface, only allowing
the cell to grow on the bottom MEA surface.
As we described previously (chapter 3), the high resistance caused by glial tissue clog-
ging the microchannel is the key factor to obtain the high SNR. Thus higher SNR can
be expected, if the glial proliferation is not suppressed in the microwells and microchan-
nels. Hence a better cell repelling modification of PDMS surface allowing low-density
neuronal culture without Ara-C may also improve the SNR further.
The present work is just a proof of MWMC-MEA concept. The potential of this device
is beyond this demonstration. In the future work, the 1-mm-diameter control well for
assaying the cell viability can be removed. More microwells and more microchannels
can be added to scale up the network size without reducing the ratio of number of
distinguishable units to number of neurons inside the network. Stimulation electrodes
can be implemented in the microwell to control the activity of the individual neuron
cluster in each microwell. More complicated inter-well connection can be defined by
130
placing more microchannels between microwells. Hence we conclude that the MWMC-
MEA is promising for monitoring large portion of neurons in the network to facilitate
understanding the mechanism of information processing in small neuronal networks in
vitro.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions
7.1 Summary of results
The PDMS microchannel can be fabricated by soft lithography with relatively low com-
plexity and costs (chapter 2). To meet specific substrate requirements of different
experiments or different types of neurons, the microchannel device can be attached to
many kinds of flat neural culture substrates such as polystyrene Petri dish, glass cover-
slips, commercial or customized MEAs to form neuron-electrode interface for electrical
activity monitoring.
To optimize the signal strength, we further explored the biophysics of the signal gen-
eration in the microchannel devices. Our results show that the recorded signals
are mainly caused by the transmembrane current of the membrane patches
located inside the microchannel and within ∼100 mm to the microchannel
entrances. A fraction of this transmembrane current flow through the high-resistivity
extracellular intrachannel pathway generates a recordable voltage drop along the mi-
crochannel. The glial and neural tissue threading microchannels can increase the resis-
tivity of the intrachannel space, thereby amplifying the signal amplitudes. Shrinking
down the cross-section area of the microchannel also increases the resistance per unit
length, leading to an increase of the signal amplitudes (chapter 3).
In macrowell-microchannel devices where only soma-wells are grounded, the depen-
dence of signal amplitude on microchannel length is not monotonic, due to the phase-
cancelling effect and low-pass filtering effect (chapter 3, section 3.5). For microchannels
shorter than the transition length (∼200-300 mm for microchannels with Ac = ∼100mm2), the amplitude increases with increasing channel length. After the microchannel




The optimal channel length for hippocampal neurons is from ∼70-300 mm. Channels
with a length of ≤ 200 mm and channel cross section of ≤ 12 mm2 yielded spike
sizes in the millivolt range. Despite the low degree of complexity involved in
their fabrication and use, microchannel devices provided a single-unit mean
SNR of 101±76, which compares favourably with the SNR obtained from
recent developments employing CNT-coated electrodes and Si-NWFETs.
However, the dependence of the signal amplitudes on the channel length in embed-
ded microchannel MEA, where the both entrances of each microchannel are grounded,
is different (chapter 5, section 5.4.2): the longer the channel the stronger the signal.
Considering the trade-off between fabrication yield rate and signal amplitudes, a com-
promise length of 300 mm was chosen to fabricate MWMC-MEAs.
The optimal position of intrachannel electrodes are 70-140 mm for hippocampal neu-
rons (chapter 5, section 5.4.1). These optimal parameters may be different for a different
type of neurons especially which have very different conduction velocity, axon diameter
or ion-channel distributions, such as spinal neurons.
We demonstrate that the MWMC-MEAs can provide high SNR (maxi-
mum 142) and high ratio (∼61%) of distinguishable units to total number of
neurons in the network. Another advantage of MWMC-MEA is capable of
determine signal propagation direction from the delay on different electrodes
in the same microchannel, which may facilitate the connectivity analysis of
the neuronal network.
Moreover, we also demonstrated that the microchannel threaded by glial and neural
tissue can function as fluid/chemical barrier (chapter 4), because the diffusion is the
dominant mass transfer mechanism in microchannels. Chemical compounds can be
applied to different subcellular compartments exclusively. This renders it as a
promising technique for high-throughput automatic ion channel screening at subcellular
level. This subcellular ion channel profile can provide important information about
demyelination disorders such as MS, and even learning/memory disorders.
7.2 Future work
To future improve those non-fluorescence imaging technique for neural activity, one
would expect to record both the electrical and optical signals from monitored neurons
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simultaneously. It is difficult to perform this on typical MEAs, because it is difficult to
determine the location of the electrical signal source by typical MEAs. The origin of
the electrical signals from a microchannel device is mainly the neurites inside the mi-
crochannel. That allows simultaneous optical and electrical monitoring. Because of the
high flexibility in selection of culture substrate, electrode and insulation materials, it
can offer many options for optical monitoring. Unlike conventional electrical interfaces,
it does not contain moving parts reducing the optical noise induced by the mechan-
ical vibration. Hence this microchannel enhanced neuron-electrode interface can also
facilitate improving the non-fluorescence optical neuron-computer interfacing.
To automate and scale up the neural activity monitoring, in the future, more mi-
crochannels per culture well and a microfluidic cell-plating mechanism should be in-
tegrated. To automate and scale up the chemical compound delivering, an on-chip
superfusion system can be implemented and integrated together with the microchannel
devices. The microevironment sensors such as temperature, pH and osmolarity sensors






• Ling Wang, Michael Riss, Jennifer Olmos Buitrago and Enric Claverol-Tinturé.
Biophysics of microchannel-enabled neuron-electrode interfaces. J Neural Eng,
2011; submitted
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.2 Conference presentations
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.3 Patents
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